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1996 Annual Town Meeting Minutes (condensed Report)
(isote: A full and complete set of niliiiites
from the 1996 Meeting are on file with
the Town Clerk's Office.}
March 19, 1996
The meeting was called to order by-
Moderator Harold K. LaPierre Jr. at
7:18 PM. The results of the election
held Tuesday March 12, 1996 were
read and are as follows.
Article 1
To chose all necessary Town officers
for the year ensuing.
Selectman for 3 years
183 Paul Brown
533RenaldJ. Cote
RenaldJ. Cote was elected
Moderator for 2 years
681 Harold K. LaPierre Jr.
Harold LaPierre was elected
Treasurer for 1 year
681 Barbara McPhee
Barbara McPhee was elected
Library Trustee for 3 years
560 Teresa Kucera
137 Eleanore Rasp
Teresa Kucera was elected
Cemetery Trustee for 3 years
676 Ann Burtt
Ann Burtt was elected
Cemetery Trustee for 2 years
694 Paul Ladd
Paul Ladd was elected
Trustee of Trust Funds for 3 years
663 William E. Williamson
William Williainson was elected
Fire Ward for 3 years
675 John Bertogli
John Bertogli was elected
Planning Board for 3 years




Paul Spidle was elected
Planning Board for 1 year
371 Mark Kucera
386 Ronald J. Nowe
Ronald Nowe was elected




Joseph Foley was elected








William Davis, James McGeough and
Joseph Zaccari were elected
Supervisor of Checklist for 6 years
481 Mary Lou Nowe
278 Samuel Oliver III
Mary Lou Nowe was elected
Article 2
Shall we modify optional adjusted
elderly exemptions from property tax?
Results
461 -YES 313 -NO
Article 2 Passed
Article 3
Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA
40:13 to allow official ballot voting
on all issues before the Epping Town
Meeting? (3/5 majority vote
required, submitted by petition)
RESULTS AFTER RECOUNT
444 - YES 342 - NO
472 needed to pass
Article 3 Failed
Article 4
Are you in favor of amending the
Zoning Ordinance, Article 2. -
Highway Commercial Zone,
Subsection 1 .2 - Lot Dimensions and
Setback Requirements, by revising
the Minimum Front Setback to read,
"100 feet from the centerline of all
existing roads and 75 feet from the
centerline for proposed (non-exist-




514 -YES 233 -NO
Article 4 Passed
Article 5
Are you in favor of amending the
Zoning Ordinance, Article 3. -
Industrial Commercial Zone,
Schedule 1 - Schedule of Bulk and
Coverage Controls for the Industrial
Commercial Zone, by revising the
Minimum Front Yard Setback to
read, "100 feet from the centerline of
all existing roads and 75 feet from
the centerline for proposed (non-
existing) internal roads of Class V or







Are you in favor of amending the
Zoning Ordinance, Article 2. -
Highway Commercial Zone,
Subsection a. 3 - Permitted Uses, by
adding Industry, Municipal
Buildings, and Indoor Recreation as
permitted Uses. (Recommended by
Planning Board)
Results
560 -YES 184 -NO
Article 6 Passed
Town of Epping 1995
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Article 7
Are you in favor of amending tie
Zoning Ordinance, Article 2. - Rural
Residential Zone, Subsection 7.4 -
Permitted Accessory Uses, by adding
Bed and Breakfast as a Permitted
Accessor)' Use. (Recoimtiended by
Planning Bonrd)
Results
581 -YES 163 -NO
Article 7 Passed
Article 8
Are you in favor of amending the
Zoning Ordinance, Article 12. -
Definitions, by eliminating the defin-
ition of Light Manufacturing.
(Recommended by Planning Board)
Results
496 - YES 226 - NO
Article 8 Passed
Article 9
Are you in favor of amending the
Zoning Ordinance, Articles 2 and 3,
all sections, by adding the sentence,
"The Planning Board may require
special buffering of existing residen-
tial areas." (Recommended by
Planning Board)
Results
467 -YES 274 -NO
Article 9 Passed
Article 10
Are you in favor of amending the
Zoning Ordinance, Article 3. -
Industrial/Commercial Zone,
Section 3.5 and Subsection 3.5.1.,
Commercial Area, by adding to the
zone 1,300 feet from the centerline
either side of Route 27 from the
Mast Road end of the Industrial/
Commercial Zone to the Brentwood
Town Line. (Recommended by
Planning Board)
Results
522 - YES 226 - NO
Article 10 Passed
Article 11
Are you in favor of amending the
Zoning Ordinance, Article 2, - West
Epping Business Zone, Subsection 3.3.
Permitted Uses, to read as follows:









10 Health Care Facihties
1
1
Shopping Malls and Plazas
12 Restaurants
13 Convenience Stores













(Reco?ti7?iended by the Planning Board)
Results
549 -YES 210 -NO
Article 1 1 Passed
Article 12
Are you in favor of amending the
Zoning Ordinance, Article 2, -
West Epping Business Zone,
Subsection 3.6., Special Exceptions,
to read as follows:
1 TV/Radio
2 Expansion of Non-Conforming
Uses
(Recommended by the Planning Board)
Results
49 -5 YES 261 - NO
Article 12 Passed
Article 13
Are you in favor of amending the
Zoning Ordinance, Article 2, all sec-
tions to allow dual uses by special
exception with the following wording
added under special exception:
Dual use with the following addi-
tional criteria:
1 Any added use must be a
permitted use in the zone.
2 The owner must receive site
plan review and approval by the
Planning Board.
(Recommended by the Planning Board)
Results
503 - YES 245 - NO
Article 13 Passed
Article 14
To see what action the Town will
take in regards to the reports of its
officers and agents.
Results
The article was then passed with a
hand vote.
Article 15
To see if the Town will vote to
authorize the Board of Selectmen to
accept gifts of personal property
which may be offered to the Town
for any public purpose, pursuant to
RSA31:95-E...
Results
The article passed with a hand vote.
CONTINUED ON NEXT PACE
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Article 16
To see if the Town will vote to
authorize the Board of Selectmen to
accept on behalf of the Town, gifts,
legacies, and devises made to the
Town in trust for any public purpose,
as permitted by RSA 31:19.
Results
The article passed with a hand vote.
Article 17
To see if the Town will vote to
authorize the Board of Selectmen,
pursuant to RSA 674:40-a(l), to
accept on behalf of the Town dedi-
cated streets which have first been
approved by the Planning Board.
Results
The article passed with a hand vote.
Article 18
To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of twelve
thousand dollars ($12,000.00) to pur-
chase land from the Trustees of Trust
Funds for the Stump Dump.
Results
The article passed with a hand vote.
Article 19
To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of twenty
five thousand dollars ($25,000.00) for
the Epping Youth Athletic
Association Sports Complex project.
Results
The article passed with a hand vote.
Article 20
To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of seventy
eight thousand dollars ($78,000.00)
to completely re-map and replace the
Epping Town tax maps.
Results
James McGeough made a motion to
amend the article to include the
phrase "Not Recommended by the
Budget Committee". It was seconded
by Todd Trobaugh. Town
Administrator David Barker
explained that this was a printing
error and should have been included
in the warrant. The amendment
passed with a hand vote. The article
was tabled.
Article 21
To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of thirty
five thousand dollars ($35,000.00) for
the purchase, equipping, and opera-
tion of a truck, plow and sander for
the Epping Highway Department.
Results
The article passed with a hand vote.
Article 22
To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of five thou-
sand five hundred dollars ($5,500.00)
to pay salary and employee overhead
costs to increase the hours of opera-
tion of the Harvey-Mitchell
Memorial Library from 3 1 hours per
week to 40 hours per week.
Results
The article passed with a hand vote.
Article 23
To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of forty
three thousand one hundred sixty
two dollars ($43,162.00) to be dis-
tributed to the organizations listed
below in the amounts noted for ser-
Town Appropriations for Local Agencies (Article 23)
Agency Requested Reconunended
A Safe Place 500 500
Area Homemaker Home Health 2,900 2,610
Aide Service
Child and Family Services 4,500 4,500
Epping Youth Athletic Association 3,000 3,000
Lamprey Health Care 3,500 3,400
Retired Senior Volunteer Program 300 300
.2,475Richie McFarland Children's 5,000 ...
Center
Rockingham County Community 13,051 8,507
Action Program
Rockingham Nutrition & Meals 2,220 2,220
on Wheels Program
Rockingham Visiting Nurse 6,800 6,800
Association & Hospice
Seacoast Big Brodier/ 6,120 6,120
Big Sister Program
Seacoast Hospice 1,500 1,500
Sexual Assault Support Services 1,250 1,250
Total $50,641 $43,162
Town of Epping I j^janua^gnott
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vices estimated to be rendered to res-




To see if the Town will raise and
appropriate the sum of sixty thou-
sand dollars ($60,000.00) for the pur-
chase, equipping, and operation of a





To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of twenty
thousand three hundred eighty eight
dollars ($20,388.00) to increase the
pay for the personnel on weekend
ambulance duty to minimum wage.
Results
The article passed with a hand vote.
At this time Chairman Kim SuUivan
made a special presentation to Dick
Marcotte for his 25 years of service
in the Epping Fire Department. Dan
and Louise Harvey also received a
laminated copy of the dedication of
the 1995 Town Report.
Article 26
To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of two mil-
hon ninety three thousand four hun-
dred seventy four dollars
($2,093,474.00) which represents the
operating budget of the Town.
Results
Roger Gauthier then made a motion
to amend the article as follows "That
the Board of Selectmen spend an
amount not to exceed twenty thou-
sand dollars ($20,000.00) from the
remainder of the Road Bond for
completion of Mast Road, such as
finishing graveling and removing the
stumps from the sides and taking
them to ERRCO." The motion was
seconded by Ron Nowe. A hand vote
was taken and the amendment
passed. Town Administrator David
Barker then informed the Town of a
$20,000 error in the printed budget
versus the figures presented to the
Budget Committee. Line 4721 of the
proposed budget is for interest on
Long Term Bonds. The figure print-
ed as recommended for 1996 is
$44,485. The Budget Committee
only approved the amount of
$24,485. James McGeough then
made a motion to amend Article 26
"to raise and appropriate the sum of
$2,073,474". The motion was sec-
onded by Roger Gauthier. Joseph
Foley stated that since the interest is
not negotiable and must be paid, the
Town should vote to appropriate the
full amount of the original article.
Kim Sullivan noted that the Budget
Committee had fulfilled its obliga-
tion by proposing the amendment,
and urged the Town to vote the
amendment dovm. Brendan Splaine
made a motion to move the amend-
ment. It was seconded by Roger
Gauthier. A hand vote was taken and
the amendment failed to pass. Roger
Gauthier than made a motion to
move the question as it was originally
amended. The motion was seconded
and the article passed as originally
amended with a hand vote.
Article 27
To transact any other business that
may legally come before said meeting.
Results
Paul Spidle wanted to go on record
as requesting the Selectmen to use
the bid process for procuring
Liabihty frisurance. Kim Sullivan
responded that the Board of
Selectmen had already voted to ask
for bids, and that our current pohcy
holder has been notified of our
Lee Limperis made a motion to
adjourn the meeting. It was seconded




Board of Selectmen's Report
We are pleased to report toyou that 1996 was again a
successful year. We made
strides in financial areas which were
in keeping with our planned deficit
to surplus recovery. As many know,
the Town of Epping was in deficit. In
1994 that was reversed, and we have
continued on our target to maintain
about 3 to 5% in reserves. We have
been successful at maintaining a sur-
plus in the $325,000 to $400,000
range, and monies above this are
being returned to the taxpayers as a
revenue, which reduces the tax rate.
We were also able to acquire some
new equipment to better serve the
Town. Recent additions include a
new telephone and voice mail sys-
tem in the Town Hall. If you hap-
pen to call after we close, you can
still leave messages, and we can get
back to you.
We also now own a new Ford F-450
dump truck, equipped with a plow
and sander, as well as a new Dresser
515C wheeled loader with a sweeper
broom and a plow and wing system.
This sumrner, one of the 10 h.p
Accurate compactors at the Transfer
Station blew the hydraulic ram pis-
ton. We plan to rebuild this compo-
nent soon, but in the mean time, we
purchased a new 15 h.p. Accurate
model 345 HD heavy duty com-
pactor, which was installed in late in
August. This machine cost the Town
$9,545. We had anticipated purchas-
ing an additional 45 yard container,
but when the machine broke down,
we opted to replace it, rather than
spend the money on a container. The
original quote to rebuild the old
model was $6,341. We plan to do
better than this, having our staff do
some of the work to save money.
We'd like to thank the countless vol-
unteers who participate in Town and
School Government. We would also
like to recognize our delegate to the
State Senate - Senator John S.
Barnes Jr., and our delegates to the
New Hampshire General Court -
Representative Robert Dodge, and
Representative Ronald Nowe, all of
whom have worked tirelessly on
behalf of the Town of Epping, and
for each citizen in our community.
Finally, we'd like to point out our
very capable staff that keep day to
day operations moving forward. Each
does a very good job, and we are glad
to have our team comprised of so
many dedicated professionals. One
and all, please accept our tip of the
hat for a job well done.
We would like to close by remind-
ing everyone that it is important to
take an active roll in our local gov-
ernment, and participate as much as
possible. Things are happening in
our Town, and we always welcome
more assistance! Make it a point to
vote at the election on March 11th,
and participate in the School
Meeting March 13th, and the Town
Meeting March 18th. You are also
welcome at the various Board and
Commission Public Meetings and
hearings.
—Lee Limperis, Chair
Todd Trobaugh, Vice Chair
TOP & BOTTOM: Epping, October, 1996.
Photos Courtesy ofRobert Kiinball




has been a privilege to serve
the Citizens and Boards of the
Town of Epping for my first 14
months here. I started in October of
1995, and it seems hke we've moved
mountains. I want to share with you a
summary of our accompHshments for
1996 using your taxes and revenues.
In the first quarter, we took up the
annual tasks that come with Town
Meeting, the Annual Report, budget
preparations, audits, and the associat-
ed public hearings. The voters made
changes to the Elderly Exemption
limits to more fairly align the exemp-
tion to the new assessments. We did
some follow up research on the tax
abatement and appeal of the
Emissaries of the Divine Light, once
all the court appeals and rulings were
finalized. This was done to insure
that we were current with the court's
ruling so that the taxpayer only paid
what was due, not more, not less.
The initial groundwork was laid to
prepare for a day long meeting with
the NH Rural Development
Counsel. Candidates Night was
scheduled and coordinated with the
School, and Continental Cablevision.
The Selectmen spent a significant
amount of time dealing with issues
and concerns at the State level. This
often involved coordinated meetings
with our Senator and Representatives
to the General Court. We tried to
find out if there was a relationship
between blasting out near the Route
101 construction site to damage
claims that several citizens in West
Epping experienced. The Dept. of
Justice through the Attorney General
commissioned a study, which was
delivered during one of our Monday
evening meetings. We worked with
the Dept. of Revenue Administration
to try to wrap up the philosophical
differences on the completion of the
Revaluation. This has been left so
that the DRA feels we owe them
about $26,000 for the project, and
the Selectmen opposed to paying
them anything fiirther due to short
comings in the project.
In 1996, we were able to wrap up the
functional issues of the Revaluation
so that the Town's Assessment
records were complete, accurate, and
fair. What's the proof to this claim?
Only two appeals have been filed
based on the 1996 DRA Assessments.
My hat is off to Judy Asdot, who
worked very carefully throughout the
summer to verify that what we have
on paper corresponds with what is in
the Tax Billing computer software.
The Selectmen's Office worked on a
revised purchase order policy, and
the solicitation of competitive pro-
posals on many of our purchases
throughout the year. During the
spring, we worked on proposals for
the provision of liability, property
and casualty insurance for the Town.
We also organized bids for Tax
Anticipation Notes, so the money
we occasionally borrow is as cost
effective as possible. Our routine
The Town of Epping'
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office supply system was monitored,
and better pricing was found
through various other vendors.
Some of our consumable supplies
were found competitively priced
right here in Town.
In early May, we addressed concerns
about the expansion of a business
into existing building space that was
previously occupied by a tenant busi-
ness. Addressing these issues take
time and resources from our routine
duties, and demand attention from
our Boards. It is also important to
safeguard the bylaws and ordinances
which our voters have established. I
find our volunteers and elected offi-
cials consider their obligations very
seriously, and take the time needed
to learn the facts about each issue
before them.
Later in May, two old vehicles taken
out of service were delivered to the
State Property system for pubhc auc-
tion. The sale brought in about $900
for vehicles we could no longer use.
All during the winter and spring, I
spent time deaHng with the issues of
our successful Joint Community
Development Block Grant and New
CONTINUED ON NEXT PACE
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Hampshire Commercial Kitchens -
NH Cooks. This involved meetings
and planning to get the business incu-
bator up and ruiming, and dealing
with the contractors and construction
management company to see that the
project moved smoothly toward the
November 4th opening date.
Home Occupations and Class VI
Highways were topics on the Town's
agenda in June. A few property own-
ers wanted building permits off
Stingy River Road and Dimond Hill
Lane, both of which are non main-
tained class VI Town Highways.
This requires a special waiver to be
filed holding the Town harmless for
inaccessibility. Several hearings were
held on Home Occupations, one of
which is being challenged in Court.
Sohd Waste and Public Works issues
were monitored all year. This
includes weekly visits to the transfer
station and dump, review of highway
projects and construction issues, deal-
ing with personnel matters, and the
usual drainage issues that surface all
too often (pardon the pun).
A new one-ton dump tuck and plow
was ordered from the state bid list,
which was delivered late in the
summer on one of the hot days we
had. This was a treat to drive down
1-93, windows open, 95 degrees,
and a snow plow on the front! I
have to admit it was an experience
at the toll booth!
Meetings were held with Errco to
look for alternatives to our stump
dump, and the deHcate balance
between the ever increasing need for
space and being environmentally
responsible. The Board of
Selectmen voted that no more
stumps or brush/wood are accept-
ed at the Town landfill. Errco is
available every Saturday for Town
Residents to use with a valid dump
permit. I'd like to thank Matt Senior
of Errco for his diligence in working
with the Town on these issues.
Errco approached us to volunteer to
demolish one of the old dilapidated
houses on the Fowler (Keefe EPA
Sight) property. This was accom-
plished with the help of New
England Dragway, and the neighbor-
hood is improved only because of
these volunteers! Errco has also con-
tributed over $45,000 to the Town
for the Host Tipping fees they col-
lect. Epping is clearly improved with
folks like Errco in town.
Several personnel changes occurred
in the Town Hall over the summer.
Barbara McPhee resigned and was
replaced by Wdbur Ralph as Town
Treasurer, Ron Loiselle resigned and
was replaced by Gene Perreault as
acting Code Enforcement Officer,
and Cathy Gordon resigned and was
replaced by Meg Correia temporarily
as bookkeeper. A permanent
appointment for this position should
occur by mid-February. These tran-
sitions are difficult for any organiza-
tion, and I am pleased with the cal-
iber of everyone in the organization
so that when these growing pains
occur, we come out on par or better,
as new ideas and techniques are
employed to meet the daily chal-
lenges of each position.
A new cable TV franchise agreement
was hammered out this fall with
Continental Cable; ushering in an
exciting new era for the Town's cable
television services. With this new
license in place, we will move to the
forefront with additional channels
and services during 1997.
All of these issues have been
addressed in addition to our normal
course of duties. We regularly pay,
bill and collect invoices, account for
the Town's books, address correspon-
dence, keep minutes and other
important public records, update and
enforce policies, ordinances and laws,
maintain or upgrade equipment,
buildings, and properties, and com-
municate with you, our customers.
I'll close with a thought that has been
on my mind recentiy. Some say you
can't fight city hall. I differ with that
for a number of reasons. First, there
may be no reason to think of the situ-
ation as adversarial - or as a fight. If
you have an issue, come on in and
we'll talk it over. If we don't know
about something, how can we make it
right? If you want to be anonymous,
leave a voice mail after hours.
Second, if you do come into the
Town Hall with something on your
mind, I suggest that you'll attract
more bees with honey than vinegar.
Finally, try to have a better idea or
technique in mind as a solution when
you present the problem or concern
you have. This will help us all think
creatively, and it will also help both
parties see that there may well be
more than one way to come to a
solution or compromise.
As you can well see, the staff and
elected officials at the Town Hall have
kept very busy this year, and I'm
proud to say that we have numerous
accomplishments to our credit. Please
join me in thanking our Selectmen:
Ron Cote, Roger Gauthier, Lee
Limperis, Kim Sullivan, and T)dd
Trobaugh; our Town Hall Staff: Judy
Asdot, Diana Bemier, Linda Foley,
Phyllis McDonough, and Gene
Perreault; and all of the T)wn Board
and Commission Members,
Employees and volunteers. I can't
name everyone here, but you should
have peace of mind knowing you've
contributed to a job well done.
Together our work is one of the com-
ponents that makes Epping such a
great place. We look forward to con-
tinued successes and improvements for
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statement of Town Appropriations As voted at the 1996 Town Meeting
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046-OOA Plumer Road 3,900
086-1 Cor. Plumer & Red Oak Hill .. 25,000
074 .Jacobs Well Road 26,700
075 .Jacobs Well Road 49,700
092 130 Old Hedding Road 25,200
099 135 Old Hedding Road 97,600
130 Cowdin Meadow 30,100
080-1 Birch Road ....43,500
090 Route 27 28,400
098 Birch Road 55,500
090 32 Friend Street 102,600
106 Mill Road 54,800
109 Mill Road 4,100
138 27 Mill Pond Road 45,700
151 Depot Road 51,400
152 Depot Road 44,800
158-004 .Joshua Lane 25,200
158-005 Quakerfield Drive 25,400
158-006 Quakerfield Drive 25,500
158-007 Quakerfield Drive 25,700
Epping High School boy Photo Coiotesy ofEpping High School
-009 Quakerfield Drive 25,500
-010 .Joshua Lane 25,800
-Oil .Joshua Lane 25,700
-012 .Joshua Lane 25,900
-013 -Joshua Lane 25,200
-014 .Joshua Lane 25,800
-015 .Joshua Lane 25,300
-016 .Joshua Lane 26,100
-017 .Joshua Lane 25,500
-018 .Joshua Lane 27,300
-A Route 101 West 3,300
-B Route 101 1,500
-C Off Route 101 2,200
-1 Off Route 101 25,500
Witham Road 25,200
Off Prescott Road 26,100
Folsom Mill Road 73,300
Pleasant Street 240,800
Fremont Road 2,100
-004 Fremont Road 22,000
BeedeRoad 25,100
-A Academy Street 482,700
Pleasant Street 7,200
-001 Gate Street 35,700
Gate Street 45,000
Lagoon Road 1,509,900
157 Main Street 584,900
151 Main Street 143,400
147 Main Street 111,200
Main & Water Streets 27,800
Main Street & GalefHgwy 114,200







The Budget Committee has met
regularly with representatives
from various Town
Departments. The good news is that
the official tax rate for the year 1996
shows Epping was in the minority of
New Hampshire towns having a drop
in the tax rate, while 65% of the
other New Hampshire communities
rates rose. This was achieved without
hindering services in our community.
Some services were increased, such as
the Fire Department's new ladder
truck, and the new athletic fields at
the High School. All of this could
not have been achieved without the
help and dedication of all the Town
Officials, Departments, and volun-
teers. To continue this, we as a Town
must hold, or spend less than the
increase in our tax base. Also, we all
need to be involved in working to
increase our tax base.
The bad news is that our "Special
Education" budget has dramatically
increased. We are hindered by the
fact that laws have been passed both
at the federal and state level that pro-
vide little or no funding for the com-
munity. This is combined with the
difficult problem of forecasting
unforeseen needs for "Special
Education" has created a large deficit
in the School Budget.
The Budget Committee would like
to extend an invitation to the
Townspeople to attend Budget meet-
ings and become involved. Most
meetings are held on the third
Wednesday, 7:30 P.M., at the
Harvey-Mitchell Memorial Library.
Check posted minutes for further
dates and times of meetings.
—James P. McGeough, Chairman
Royjudd, Vice Chair
Pam Holmes, Secretaiy
Kim Sullivan, Selectmen's Rep.








Changes in 1996 came about
for the Planning Board. Eirst
Bob Goodrich, after serving
1 3 years on the Board, did not run
for re-election in 1996 (Great job
Bob. We miss you). Paul Spidle won
the election in March, and was nom-
inated to serve as Chairman of the
Board, Ron Nowe as Vice Chairman,
Michael O'Leary as Secretary and
Marilyn Perry as Treasurer. Todd
Trobaugh came aboard to serve as
the Selectmen's Representative. Tvo
new alternates were sworn in, Robert
Eldridge and Stephen Emanouil, and
a new Circuit Rider/Planner, Clay
Mitchell, joined us.
The upswing in activity reported last
year, continued in 1996. Several
apphcations came before the Board,
fifteen Site Plan Reviews, five lot
line adjustments and two minor
Subdivisions, all of which were
APPROVED.
Eallon \'eterinar}- Hospital/Clinic will
be moving to a new location on Route
125, Epping. R&T Eeed also moved
to a new location in Epping. The
Getty station on Route 125 is going
through a transformation, a new
Texaco station on the comer of Route
125 and Route 27 is under construc-
tion, and Irving Oil is proposing a
new station, also on Route 125.
Amending and updating the Zoning
ordinance continued. We are propos-
ing several warrant articles for your
consideration. They are intended to
improve consistency and ease of
understanding, add new permitted
uses to some zones, and conform to
the ever changing RSA's.
We took full advantage this year of
the "matching grant" program avail-
able to municipahties. A full revision
of the Town's Master Plan should be
completed before long.
Members continue to attend work-
shops. Board E.xpenses were kept to
a minimum. This is our continuing
pohcy.
Members thank the citizens of Epping
for their continued support and inter-
est shown throughout the year. This
helps us to set and attain goals of how
best to serve the genuine needs of
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Conservation Commission Report^
The Nineteenth Annual CanoeRace was the highhght of a
very busy year for the
Conservation Commission.
Participation has increased dramati-
cally over the last two years as we
hope it will for this years Twentieth
Anniversary. A Town Official's cate-
gory will be added for this very
special year.
Work on the John Folsom conserva-
tion Area has started with the dedica-
tion of a monument in memory of
Charles and Gloria Willey. Later in
the year, the New Hampshire Army
Reserve began restoring the land. It
is hoped that trail layout and tree
planting can begin this year.
The Lamprey River and its tribu-
taries are an important part of
Epping's environmental resources.
Many hours have been spent dealing
with problems associated with pro-
tecting these areas. The issue of
Epping's Waste Water Treatment
Plant and the discharge of effluent
into the Lamprey is an issue that
won't go away. The University of
New Hampshire, under the
Commission's direction, has recently
completed a study on the possibili-
ties of spray irrigation. We hope to
have this study available in the spring
of 1997. The study was completed at
very little cost to the Commission
and provided the university students
with an excellent environmental
problem to work on.
The Commission would Uke to hear
from anyone interested in being on
the Commission or to help with the
many other projects we are working
on. The annual fishing derby, envi-
ronmental learning contests, and
Youth Conservation
Camps are a few such




your support in the
coming year to work





dedicated to Charles and
\ irginia Willey by their
'rindchildren.
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HARVEY-MITCHELL MEMORIAL LIBRARY Report
The much needed warrant forexpanding our hours passed
successfully and we are now
open 40 hours per week to better
serve the community and its library
needs. We had nearly 9,000 people in
attendance at the hbrary in 1996.
Our circulation was over 12,500 and
we added about 700 items to the col-
lection this year which is an increase
of 100 over 1995.
The hbrary hosted many special
events this year. One of these events
was the American Girls Doll
Exposition where we had scores of
people come to view the dolls and
attend the party.
Our automation process continues
with a hook-up to the Internet com-
ing very soon. The Hbrary had two
successful book sales this year, and the
people of Epping were very generous
with their gifts and book donations.
The Lydia Ladd Room was used Ire-
quendy in 1996. Groups using the
room included the Civil War
Roundtable ofNew Hampshire. The
Rockingham Riding Club, the
Visiting Nurses Association, Girl
Scouts and various town boards.
The library maintains free passes to
the Portsmouth Children's Museum,
the Christa McAuliffe Planetarium,
and the Boston Science Museum for
the use of our patrons. Just call 679-
5944 and make your reservation. Our
expanded hours are Monday, Tuesday,
Eriday, and Saturday 10:00 a.m..
Wednesday and Thursday 1:00-5:00
and 7:00-9:00 p.m.
Many thanks to our gallant and
devoted library crew: Betty, Linda
and Amy. You were great! Thanks
also to Teresa, Debbie and Dick our
excellent Hbrary trustees. All together
we make a super team.
—Duane E. Shaffer
Library Director
gode Enforcement/Building Inspector's Report
This year there has been an
modern of all the Texaco stations in The folloiviiig is a list ofall the building
increase in the commercial the country. permits issuedfor the year:
activity around the Town.
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• BeU Atlantic CeU service upgrade. Manufactured Houses 6
Kiln 1
• Texaco Super Station on the cor- •New England Dragway a new Office 1
ner of Routes 125 and 27, the most concession stand and rest rooms. Radio Equip 2
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police Department Report
On behalf of the members of theEpping PoHce Department I
would like to thank those resi-
dents who attended our Open House
during March elections this past year.
We had an excellent turnout and it
gave us a chance to meet and talk to
some of the people for whom we pro-
vide services. As you may remember, a
large room was added to our facility
which provided us with much needed
space. We had the opportunity to use
the room for meetings, training ses-
sions and other conferences, much to
our advantage. For those who were
unable to attend, I invite you to stop
TOP: Epping Police Department Exploring Post #7 14. Back Row L-R: John Emerson, Adam Laurent, Head
Ad\-isor - Officer Sean Gallagher, Daniel Dockham. Front Row L-R: Lori Carbone, Tanya Brooks, Naomi
Andrews. Not pictured: Daniel Lashomb, Tabatha Allyson.
BOTTOM: Epping Police Department Bicycle Patrol. L-R: Officer Sean Gallagher, Officer Charles Eaton,
Officer Richard L. Xewinan. Jr. Sergeant Michael Wallace. Photos Courtesy ofEpping Police Department
by anytime for a tour. Two-way com-
munications between you and the
department are vital and we hope that
whenever you have the need to call
the police for assistance you do so
without hesitation.
Our bicycle patrol program got under
way in 1996. Thanks to the efforts of
SGT Michael Wallace and Officer
Sean Gallagher a grant was secured
through the NH Highway Safety
Agency. Unfortunately, training took
longer than anticipated and we were
unable to use the grant to its fullest.
However with the training behind us,
we are looking forward to increasing
those patrols this year. The patrols
were extremely effective on
Halloween night keeping the number
of incidents to a bare minimum.
Other members of the bicycle patrol
are Officer Charles Eaton and Officer
Richard Newman, Jr.
Our youth is an area we never seem to
commit enough time to. Especially
when you consider the time and dedi-
cation it takes to take on youth related
activities. We are fortunate to have
one officer who felt it certainly was
worth the time and investment and
volunteered to head our new Epping
PoHce Explorer's Program Post #714,
sponsored by the Boy Scouts of
America. Officer Sean Gallagher took
on the task and easily signed up five
teens between the ages of 14 and 21 to
get our charter. Other advisors include
SGT Michael Wallace, Detective
Marc Turner, Officer Maureen
Dittmar and myself Interest in this
program has grown and we now have
7 members. You will be seeing more
of these Explorers as they progress
through various phases of training and
interact with the public. We encour-
age any interested teenagers to drop
by the station for more information.
^^smmmaa^
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Congratulations go out to Sergeant
Michael Wallace, Coqaoral Frank
Dittmar and Detective Marc Turner
who were promoted to their present
ranks in July of 1996. I am proud of
these officers and trust in their ability
to carry out the duties incumbent
upon them. They and all the officers
work hard, and always stand ready to
give 100%.
Last year the Epping Pohce
Department logged 6,332 calls for
service. These calls range from
motor vehicle stops to crimes against
persons and property. In past years I
have reported increases in the crime
rate but this year it seems to have
leveled off and no sharp increases
can be reported. The most common
offense reported was that of Theft
with 122 reported cases followed by
Criminal Mischief at 97 and Simple
Assaults at 70. Most of the assaults
occurred as a result of domestic vio-
lence which is a common occurrence.
Incidents of burglary remain low and
this can be attributed directly to our
pohce patrol. Although it is hard to
measure just what impact patrol has
on crime, I think the figures speak
for themselves.
There were no traffic fatalities this
year although the number of acci-
dents increased to 130, which repre-
sents an increase of 5% over the
same period in 1995. Most common
cause for accidents were driver inat-
tention, skidding, and failure to yield
the right of way. Our statistics show
that accidents occur mostly on
Wednesdays, Fridays, and Saturdays
between the hours of 12:00 noon and
5:00 p.m. With more vehicles on the
road these days and the changes of
traffic patterns in and around Epping
due to the Route 101 project, opera-
tors of vehicles are urged to drive
more defensively.
1997 Pohce Department Goals:
• Neighborhood Watch Programs
have never materiahzed and can be an
effective way for neighbor to watch
neighbor and report any unusual
occurrences. Any neighborhood wish-
ing to set up a meeting to get this
program started is urged to please call
the department and ask for SGT
Michael Wallace to set up an initial
meeting with us and your neighbors.
• Continue the Exploring Program
and encourage participation fi-om our
youth.
• Keep D.A.R.E. in our schools and
promote chemical-free alternatives.
And as always, please call with your
suggestions on how we can improve
our services. Often we don't hear the
positive or negative comments from
you directly and would much rather
discuss issues that concern you "one-
on-one" instead of hearing them from
a third party. We will strive to main-
tain a high level of professionalism
and to be a department that is more
pro-active rather than reactive. The
Epping Pohce Department stands
ready to serve you, our customer.
Citizens can reach the Pohce
department for non emergencies
by calling our business number
679-5834 Monday - Friday between
8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. Emergency
calls can be directed to 9-1-1 or our
679-5122 fine will still ring here or at
our off premise extension at the
Rockingham Count)? Dispatch
Center. On behalf of the department
we wish you all a safe 1997.
—Gregoiy C. Dodge
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1996, voters were able to register
to vote at the polls on the day of
elections for the first time. At the
Presidential Primary, the Supervisors
of the Checklist registered 1 17 new
voters. An additional 113 voters were
registered at the general election in
November The Supervisors should
be commended for a job well done. At
the election in November, one of our
residents, WiUiam Motmtford, voted
for for his seventy-fourth time. He is
ninety-four years young. We look for-
ward to seeing him in the year 2000
for the next Presidential election.
In November the Town began issuing
license plates for passenger vehicles,
motorcycles, and trailers. In the short
time they have been available, we
have issued 109 sets of plates.
Dog licensing continues to be a chal-
lenge for the Clerk's office. This is the
second year we have received notice
of rabies vaccination from veterinari-
ans. As a result, many dog owners
have been notified of the New
Hampshire law which requires licens-
ing all dogs by May 1st of each year.
We do not have the operation com-
puterized, but are looking at ways to
make it easy to notify dog owners in
the future.
I want to take this opportunity to rec-
ognize Virginia LaPierre for all the
hours she has donated - helping with
maihng the tax bills and numerous fil-
ing jobs in the office. She and the
other Ballot Clerks have been work-
ing to correct addresses on our voter
checklist, so that the Supervisors of
the Checklist can do an official
update. We are also fortunate to have
many volunteers who coimt ballots,
and with four elections this year they
have been exceptionally busy. When
you came to vote in November, I'm
sure you noticed how nice the court
room looked. This was due to some
last minute painting byJudy Asdot
and Dave Barker and their spouses.
Many thanks to them.
-Linda Foley,
Town Clerk
Town Clerk's Office activity for 1996:
Revenue
Motor Vehicle Permits Issued 5,912 : $442,504.00
Municipal Agent Transactions 3,978 9,945.00
Dog Licenses 425 2,642.00
Dump Permits 564 564.00
Marriage Licenses 31 1,395.00
Certified Copies of Vital Records 95 799.00
UCC Filings 173 2,628.00
Federal Liens Filed 15 240.00
Miscellaneous 245.00
Total Remitted to Treasurer $460,962.00
^peral Assistance (Welfare) Department Report
A
change in personnel in the
Welfare Office in November
has gone relatively smoothly.
Services as required by Statute 165
have continued with little change
financially from prior years.
With reductions in services being
instituted by Federal and State assis-
tance programs, the focus for local
offices increasingly becomes that of
providing direction toward employ-
ment, enrollment in those assistance
programs that remain available, and
instruction in the realities and bene-
hts-of financial independence.
Fortimately, several new work incen-
tive programs are being made avail-
able and independent charities are
expanding their efforts to assist in
this direction.
Epping has enacted a set of guide-
lines for the operation of the
Welfare Office that provides for the
temporary, basic expenses of those
for whom misfortune has become a
fact of life, while still protecting the
taxpayer from undue impact and
providing a strong incentive to has-
ten financial independence.
At its best, an assistance program acts
on behalf of the community at large
to protect individual citizens from
threats of hunger, homelessness and
destitution arising from circum-
stances beyond their control.
Hopefully, this office will provide an
effective and efficient effort in that
direction and will help these citizens









FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 51, 1996
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Warrant
State of New Hampshire
TownofEpping
To the inhabitants of the Town of Epping , in the County of Rockingham qualifiedto vote in Town Affairs: You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall
IVleeting Room at 157 Main Street in said Epping on Tuesday, March 11'^ 1997 at
8:00 A.M. until 7:00 P.M. and at the Epping Middle High School Gymnasium
located on Prescott Road on Tuesday, March 18'^ 1997 at 7:00 P.M. to act upon the
following:
TO BE TAKEN UP TUESDAY, MARCH 1r^ 1997:
ARTICLE 1 To choose the following: two for Board of Adjustment for three (3) year terms,
three for Municipal Budget Committee for three (3) year terms, one for Cemetery Trustee
for a three (3) year term, one for Fireward for a three (3) year term, one for Library
Trustee for a three (3) year term, two for Planning Board for three (3) year terms, two for
Selectman for three (3) year terms, one for Treasurer for a one (1 ) year term, and one for
Trustee of Trust Funds for a three (3) year term.
ARTICLE 2 Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 40:13 to allow official ballot voting on all
issues before the Epping Town Meeting? {3/5 majority vote required, submitted by
petition.}
ARTICLE 3 Are you in favor of amending Article 2, Highway Commercial Zone Section 1 .3
to delete gasoline or service stations as a permitted use in the zone. {Majority vote
required. Recommended by tine Planning Board.}
ARTICLE 4 Are you in favor of amending Article 3, Industrial-Commercial Zone Schedule II
to add gasoline or service stations as a permitted use in the following locations in the
zone, "Gasoline or Service Stations may only be located in an area bounded as follows:
on the North-Mast Road, on the East and West a line 1300' from the centerline of Route
27 or to the property line, whichever is greater, on the South-Epping/ Brentwood town
line." {Majority vote required. Recommended by tiie Planning Board.}
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ARTICLE 5 Are you in favor of amending Article 3, West Epping Commercial Business
District, Article 3 the Industrial Commercial Zone, and Article 3 the Residential Zone to
add gasoline or service stations as a permitted use In the following location in the above
mentioned zones, "Gasoline and Sen/ice Stations may only be located in an area
bounded as follows: on the North-the B&M Railroad (Fremont Branch) right-of-way, on
the East-1500' in from the center of Beede Road or to the depth of the parcel or
whichever is greater, on the South-Fremont town line, on the West-Beede Road."
{Majority vote required. Recommended by the Planning Board.}
ARTICLE 6 Are you in favor of amending Article 3, Central Business Zone, Minimum Front
Setback to read: "15 feet However, any property that has frontage on, or abuts. Route
125 (Calef Highway) shall have a minimum setback of 100 feet from the centerline of
Route 125 (Calef Highway)." {Majority vote required. Recommended by tiie Planning
Board.}
ARTICLE 7 Are you in favor of amending Article 3, High Density Residential Zone, Minimum
Front Setback to read: "25 feet However, any property that has frontage on, or abuts.
Route 125 (Calef Highway) shall have a minimum setback of 100 feet from the centerline
of Route 125 (Calef Highway)." {Majority vote required. Recommended by tfie Planning
Board.}
ARTICLE 8 Are you in favor of amending Article 3, Residential Commercial Zone, Minimum
Front Setback to read: "1 00 feet from the centerline of all existing roads and 75 feet from
the centerline for proposed (non-existing) internal roads of Class V or greater." {Majority
vote required. Recommended by the Planning Board.}
ARTICLE 9 Are you in favor of amending Article 7 Aquifer Protection District Zone to adopt
the new, updated map entitled "Aquifer Protection District" based upon the data provided
in "Geohydrology and Water Quality of Stratified-Drift Aquifers in the Exeter, Lamprey,
and Oyster River Basins, Southeastern New Hampshire" prepared by the United States
Geological Survey, and to revise Section 7.2 District Boundaries to read as follows:
"7.2.1 . Location - The Aquifer Protection District is defined as follows: The Aquifer areas
are labeled "A", "B", "C", "D", "E" and "G" and depicted as the shaded areas on. ..All uses
within these districts shall be limited to uses permitted in the basic underlying zone." To
Add to section 7.2.1 the following: "(1 ) Land affected by the Aquifer designated "D",
which is hydrogeolocically connected to the Lamprey River, shall only be covered by the
following sections of this Article: 7.4.3, 7.4.5, 7.4.6, 7.4.7, 7.5, 7.6, 7.7, and 7.8." Map is
posted at Town Hall. {Majority vote required. Recommended by the Planning Board.}
ARTICLE 10 Are you in favor of amending Article 19 Sign Ordinance Table 19.1 as posted
at Town Hall. Changes made to this Table include modifications on sign size, provisions
regarding corner lots, and multiple tenants. {Majority vote required. Recommended by
the Planning Board}
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ARTICLE 11 Are you in favor of amending Article 12, Definitions, by adding the following:
"Dual Use: A use of land where a single parcel, site, or property is used for two distinct
uses, both of which are permitted uses in the zone and meet all other town and zoning
requirements. A dual use designation cannot be used to expand a non-conforming or
non-permitted use or be acquired through the variance process." {Majority vote required.
Recommended by the Planning Board.}
ARTICLE 12 Are you in favor of adopting Article 20 Telecommunications Facilities
Ordinance as posted at Town Hall. This ordinance shall provide for regulation of
telecommunications facilities in the Town through a Conditional Use Permit issued by the
Planning Board. This ordinance permits co-location on existing structures and facilities in
the Highway-Commercial and Residential-Commercial zones and new towers in the
Industrial Commercial zone, subject to the Conditional Use Permit. {Majority vote
required. Recommended by the Planning Board.}
ARTICLE 13 Are you in favor of amending the Excavation Ordinance, General Procedures
as posted at the Town Hall. This amendment creates a threshold amount requiring
Planning Board review for an excavation. {Majority vote required. Recommended by the
Planning Board.}
ARTICLE 14 Are you in favor of amending the Excavation Ordinance, Section VII.
OPERATIONAL STANDARDS, by revising 23 to correlate with the Town Noise Ordinance
as posted at the Town Hall. {Majority vote required. Recommended by the Planning
Board.}
TO BE TAKEN UP TUESDAY, MARCH 18*^ 1997:
ARTICLE 15 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of one hundred
fifty thousand dollars ($150,000.00) to purchase land and buildings and to make repairs
or improvements at 37 Pleasant Street Tax Map 12 lot 247; of one hundred fifty thousand
dollars ($150,000.00) of such sum to be raised through the issuance of bonds or notes
under and in compliance with the Municipal Finance Act, RSA 33:1 etsea .. as amended;
to authorize the Selectmen to apply for, obtain and accept federal, state or other aid, if
any, which may be available for said project and to comply with all laws applicable to said
project; to authorize the Selectmen to issue, negotiate, sell and deliver said bonds and
notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon and the maturity and other terms
thereof; and authorize the Selectmen to take any other action or to pass any other vote
relative there to. {Ballot Vote Required. 2/3"^ Majority vote required. Recommended by
the Board of Selectmen and the Municipal Budget Committee.}
ARTICLE 16 To see what action the Town will take in regards to the reports of its officers
and agents.
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ARTICLE 17 To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to accept gifts
of personal property which may be offered to the Town for any public purpose, pursuant
to RSA 31:95-e. The Board of Selectmen must hold a public hearing before accepting
such gift, and the acceptance shall not bind the Town to raise, appropriate, or expend any
public funds for the operation, maintenance, repair or replacement of such personal
property. {Majority vote required. Recommended by ttie Board of Selectmen.}
ARTICLE 18 To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to accept on
behalf of the Town, gifts, legacies, and devises made to the Town in trust for any public
purpose, as permitted by RSA 31 :19. (Majority vote required. Recommended by tiie
Board of Selectmen.}
ARTICLE 19 To see if the Town will vote to adopt the provisions of RSA 202-A:4-d
authorizing the Library Trustees to accept gifts of personal property, other than money,
which may be offered to the library for any public purpose, provided, however, that no
acceptance of personal property by the Library Trustees shall be deemed to bind the
Town or the Library Trustees to raise, appropriate or expend any public funds for the
operation, maintenance, repair or replacement of such personal property. And further to
require that prior to the acceptance of any such gift, valued at over five thousand dollars
($5,000), the Library Trustees shall hold a public hearing on the proposed acceptance.
.
{Majority vote required. Recommended by tfie Library Trustees.}
ARTICLE 20 To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen, pursuant to
RSA 674:40-a(l), to accept on behalf of the Town dedicated streets which have first been
approved by the Planning Board as part of a subdivision plat, site plan, or street plat.
{Majority vote required. Recommended by the Board of Selectmen.}
ARTICLE 21 To see if the Town will vote to retain the property known as Folsum Park, off
Joshua Lane, Map 10 Lots 158 004 through 018 for public purposes, to be managed by
the Conservation Commission. {Majority vote required. Recommended by the Board of
Selectmen and the Conservation Commission.}
ARTICLE 22 Shall we modify the elderly exemptions from property tax in the Town of
Epping, based on assessed value, for qualified taxpayers, to be as follows: for a person
65 years of age up to 75 years, twenty thousand dollars ($20,000); for a person 75 years
of age up to 80 years, twenty five thousand dollars ($25,000); for a person 80 years of
age or older thirty thousand dollars ($30,000). To qualify, the person must have been a
New Hampshire resident for at least 5 years, own the real estate individually or jointly, or
if the real estate is owned by such person's spouse, they must have been married for at
least 5 years. In addition, the taxpayer must have a net income of not more nineteen
thousand dollars ($19,000) or, if married, a combined net income of less than twenty one
thousand dollars ($21 ,000); and own net assets not in excess of fifty thousand dollars
($50,000). {Ballot Vote Required. Majority vote required. Recommended by the Board of
Selectmen}
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ARTICLE 23 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of one hundred
fifty thousand dollars ($150,000.00) to purchase land and buildings and to make repairs
or improvements at 37 Pleasant Street Tax Map 12 lot 247, and to authorize the transfer
of $50,000 from the Safety Complex Fund for this purpose. {Majority vote required.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen and the Municipal Budget Committee.}
ARTICLE 24 To see if the Town will vote to accept the streets of East Delaney Road,
Woodlands Drive, and Dorothy Drive, approximately one (1) mile of roadway. {Majority
vote required. Submitted by petition.}
ARTICLE 25 To see if the Town will vote to prohibit the importation and land spreading of
wastewater treatment sludge/ biosolids, including, but not limited to, sewage, paper and
pulp mill sludge, whether it be wet, dry, composted, pelletized, mixed with other materials
or injected on or into the land of the Town of Epping. {Majority vote required. Submitted
by petition.}
ARTICLE 26 To see if the Town will vote to amend the existing by-laws relating to the
regulation and licensing of motor vehicle race tracks using the attached text "BY-LAWS
RELATING TO THE REGULATION AND LICENSING OF MOTOR VEHICLE RACE
TRACKS". {Majority vote required. Submitted by petition. Not recommended by the Board
of Selectmen.}
ARTICLE 27 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of three thousand
dollars ($3,000) in support of the Epping Youth Athletic Association {Submitted by
Petition. Majority vote required. Recommended by the Board of Selectmen and the
Municipal Budget Committee.}
ARTICLE 28 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of three hundred
thousand dollars ($300,000) for the purpose of expansion to the Town's water and sewer
utilities and to authorize the transfer of $200,000 of the December 31 , 1996 Water Fund
balance, and to authorize the transfer of $1 00,000 of the December 31 , 1 996 Sewer Fund
balance for this purpose. Expansion will occur along Route 125 from Railroad Ave. south
to Map12 Lot 127-001 (Burger King) and will also include the development of two
additional wells. {Majority vote required. Recommended by the Board of Selectmen and
the Municipal Budget Committee.}
ARTICLE 29 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of fifty five
thousand dollars ($55,000) for improvements and repairs to the Town Hall property,
including replacement windows on the first floor, paint the trim, acoustical improvements
in the meeting room, removal of the dead tree, and new shingles on the roof. {Majority
vote required. Recommended by the Board of Selectmen and the Municipal Budget
Committee.}
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ARTICLE 35 To transact any other business that may legally come before said meeting.
Given under our hands and seal this 10'" day of February, in the year of our Lord, Nineteen
Hundred and Ninety Seven.
.ee Limperis, Chair^oan^^
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BY- LAWS RELATING TO THE REGULATION AND LICENSING OF
MOTOR VEHICLE RACE TRACKS
Pursuant to Chapter 31, Sections 41-a and 42 of the New Hampshire Revised Statutes Annoted, the
Town of Epping does hereby adopt the following By-Laws governing motor vehicle race tracks operating within
the Town of Epping, NH during the said hours is used as a motor vehicle race track.
For purposes of these By-Laws, as defined b>' RSA S3 1 :41-a, a motor vehicle shall mean "any self-
propelled vehicle, except tractors, activated by an internal combustion engine and not operated exclusively on
stationary tracks."'
Further that because the Town ofEpping has currently both a "one quarter mile circular stock car
track and a one quarter mile drag racing track" and that regulations to each type oftrack may differ, in
those cases these By-Laws will refer to these tracks as either a circle track or drag strip respectively.
ARTICLE I
.
The operational season for motor vehicle race tracks shall begin on April 1 and end on October
30 of each year. During such season, race tracks may operate on the following days during the following hours:
Wednesday *l:00p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Wednesday 6:00 p.m. - 10:30 p.m.
Friday 6:00 p.m. - 11 :00 p.m.
Saturday 9:00 a.m. - 1 1 :00 p.m.
Sunda^ 12:00p.m. - 9:00 p.m., effecdvefor the 1998
racing season
* - Single car practice only
The police oflQcer in charge at the race track may allow the owner and/or operator ofthe race track to operate
beyond those hours specified above when emergency conditions arise which prevent the completion of the
advertised racing schedxde within the said specified hours ofoperatioa An emergency condition shall include
but not be limited to, any substantial mechanical breakdown or failure of either a motor vehicle or track
operating system, major accidents, or imexpected severe weather conditions. Any em-^rgency condition not
expressly covered by this Article I shall be addressed to the police officer in charge for his determination as to
whether an emergency condition exists. It is the responsibility ofthe track management to contact the officer
in charge no less than one-halfhour prior to closing time specified above to request a continuation of
racing. No racing race shall begin after the hours ofoperation as specified above without prior approval fi-om
the police officer in charge. Under no circumstances shall racing continue after twelve midnight. Additional
days and hours of operation may be approved by the Board of Selectmen upon timely, minimum ofseven days
prior to the event, iftime permits between events; written application fi-om the race track owner and/or
operator.
ARTICLE n . No alcohohc beverages of any kind shall be allowed on the race track premises that include the
general admission area, pit area and seating areas. Any person enterii^ the race track premises shall be subject
to search ofhis person, vehicle and/or packages for alcoholic beverages. The race track owner and/or operator
shall post signs ad\ising of this Article 11 at each gate entrance used by the general public and at the main car
entrance gate. Failure to knowingly comply with the signage requirements of this Article shall be groimds for
the revocation of the race ti-ack operational license and/or the imposition of fines in accordance with Article
XXIII of these By-Laws.
ARTICLE III. Sufficient police protection and traffic control personnel, as determined by the ChiefofPolice
ofthe Town ofEpping, New Hampshire and as specified by RSA S105 : 9 shall be provided on the race track
premises at the expense of the race track owner and/or operator. The officer in charge will have t\vo way
commimication with the track tower, this communication will be provided by the race track owner and/or
operator.
NOTE: PRINT THAT IS "BOLD ITAT.irS" ARE CHANGES TO CURRENT BY-LAWS. ALL 1
REMAINING TEXT IS IN ACCORDANCF. WITH CURRENT BY-LAWS OR PREVIOUS PERMITS.
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ARTICLE rV. Sufficient fire protection equipment snApersonnel as determined by the Fire Chief ofthe
Town ofEpping, Neyv Hampshire shall be provided on the race track premises at the expense of the race track
owner and/or operator.
ARTICLE V. Adequate ambulance service shall be provided on the race track premises at all times during
which the track is open to the general public and/or operating; to include operationfor single car practice; at
the expense of the race track owner and/or operator. In determining what is adequate, consideration shall be
given to the nature of the activities being conducted and the number of persons present on the race track
premises, as determined by the Fire Chiefofthe Town ofEpping, New Hampshire.
ARTICLE VI. At least one ambulance, sufficient police protection and adequate traffic control personnel shall
remain on the track premises until the majority ofthe general public has departed following the close of
operational hours, as determined by the police officer in charge.
ARTICLE VII. The race track owner and/or operator shall reimburse the Town ofEpping for such police,
fire, traffic control and ambulance services as may be fiimished by the Town ofEpping, in accordance with
Articles III, IV and V. Payment shall be made to the Town no later than ten (10) business days after the date of
mailing of the biU for services rendered. Should payment not be made in accordance with this Article an
interest charge of eighteen (18%) per annum or twenty-five dollars ($25.00) per day, whichever is greater, shall
be assessed against the unpaid balance. The Board of Selectmen, may revoke the operational license of the race
track until delinquent payments are made.
ARTICLE VIII . During the operating season, sufficient sanitary facihties shall be provided on the race track
premises. Such facilities shall include men's and women's rest rooms containing suitable toilet and lavatory
facilities, which shall be maintained in good working order and in fiill compliance with all applicable laws,
ordinances and regxJations. The Health Officer ofthe Town ofEpping, New Hampshire is charged with the
enforcement of this Article, and shall make such inspections at such times as may deemed necessary in order to
insxire comphance herewith.
ARTICLE DC. Sufficient off-street parking shall be provided by the race track owner and/or operator to
accommodate all patrons of the race track. It is the responsibility ofthe race track owner and/or operator to
provideparking attendants to assure that off-streetparking is utilized
ARTICLE X. No later than November 1 ofeach year, die race track owner and/or operator shall submit to
the Board of Selectmen a written operating schedule for the ensuing year. The Board ofSelectmen will
conduct a timely public hearing based on the operating schedules submitted, and consistent with these By-
Laws and other applicable laws, ordinances and regulations, make such changes in the operating schedules, as it
deems proper.
ARTICLE XI. No motor vehicle race track shall be operated within the Town ofEpping unless the race track
owner and/or operator has, upon written application to the Board of Selectmen; obtained a license to operate
such race track in accordance with these By-Laws. The license fee to be paid to die Town ofEpping, New
Hampshire; shall be $100,00 annually. All such operational licenses shall expire one year fi-om the date of
issue.
ARTICLE XII. Certificates ofadequate insurance shall be required firom all motor vehicle race track owners
and/or operators prior to the issuance ofan annual operating license and commencement of am- race. Failure
to comph- with this Article may result in die suspension of the operational license.
NOTE: PRIKT THAT IS "BOLD ITAMCS" ARE CHANGES TO CURRENT BY-LAWS. ALL
REMAINING TEXT IS IN ACCORDANCE WITH CURRENT BY-LAWS OR PREVIOUS PERMITS.
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ARTICLE XIII. Temporary overnight lodging shall be permitted on the track premises for the race car driver,
ovvner(s), crew andfans attending the event in accordance with the following standards:
a. Overnight lodging shall be permitted only in Recreational Vehicles with self contained
toilet and lavatory facilities.
b. Such Recreational Vehicles shall be permitted on the race track premises no more than
twenty four (24) hours prior to a scheduled event and no longer than t\velve (12) hours
following completion of such event.
c. A portion of the race track premises, shall be designated as the approved sleeping area
and shall be posted accordingly.
d. Only "Gray Water" may be discharged into approved septic facilities on the race track
premises. "Gray Water" is defined as wash and laundry water.
e. Sanitary facilities shall be provided on the race track premises as deemed necessary by
Town ofEpping Health Officer and in accordance with all applicable laws, ordinances
and regulations.
f Adequate security, as determined by the ChiefofPolice, Epping, NH; shall be provided at the
expense ofthe race track owner and/or operator whenever temporary lodging is permitted on race
track premises.
ARTICLE XTV. In accordance with RSA S143-A ; 4, all food services establishments located on or adjacent to
the race track premises shall be required to obtain a food service license fi-om the State ofNe^v Hampshire,
Department of Health and Human Services, Division of Public Health Services; prior to the issuance of a Town
permit to operate such estabUshment and be issued an annual operating license.
ARTICLE XV. Prior to the issuance of a motor vehicle race tack license, the race track owner and/or operator
shall schedule with the Town of Epping, Code Enforcement Officer an appointment to inspect the race track
premises for compliance %vith all appUcable laws, ordinances regulations and the By-Laws. The Code
Enforcement Officer shall be charged with the enforcement thereof, and shall conduct a minimnm oftwo on-site
inspections during the operational season; one will be during an actual scheduled event and ons ofwhich may
be unannounced. The Code Enforcement Officer shall notift^- the owner and/or operator in writing of any
violation within se\'enty two (72) hours ofhis discovery of same. The owner and/or operator shall correct such
violation(s) within five (5) days ofreceipt ofnotificatioa Failure to correct such violation(s) may result in the
suspension or revocation of the motor vehicle race track operational license. After a public hearing, the Board
of Selectmen may suspend or revoke such operational license indefinitely for and all violations not corrected in
accordance with this Article.
ARTICLE XVI. Loud speaker systems will be operated so as not to exceed 70 DBA (decibels) at any property
line of the race track premises.
ARTICLE XVII. Effectivefor the 1998 racing season, weekly racing events (sometimes referred to as
"Grudge Races or Cruise & Drag Races) at the "drag strip" schedulefor Wednesday and Friday evenings
will be limited to vehicles not equipped with racing (tires) slicks or do not exceed 80DBA at any property
line, litis requirement would not apply should a "Regular Show/Racing Event" be scheduled on these
nights, were as there are no specific muffler requirements on "drag strip" motor vehicles.
NOTE: PRINT THAT IS ''BOLD ITAMrS'' ARE CHANGES TO CURRENT BY-LAWS. ALL
REMAINING TEXT IS IN ACCORDANCE WITH CURRENT BY-LAWS OR PREVIOUS PERMITS.
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ARTICLE XVIII. Effectivefor the 1998 racing season, no vehicle at the "drag strip" with a noise level that
exceeds 80 DBA at any property line, will be operatedprior to 11:00 a.m. during a schedule Sunday racing
event
ARTICLE XIX. Muffler requirements at the "circle track" will be as follows:
a. All motor vehicles will have operational mufflers, that do not exceed 97 DBA, with the
following exceptions:
b. Enduro cars, do not require mufflers. But will not exceed 75 DBA at any property line.
c. ISMA/Super Modified Racing Vehicles will be in compliance with the most current
ISMA muffler rules.
Currently visiting tour vehicles do not have to comply with any muffler requirements
ARTICLE XX. A track representative will escort a uniformedpolice officer through the race track
premises once during each event in order to communicate any potential non-compliance. This may be
waived by the officer in charge ifnot considered necessary at an individual event
ARTICLE XXI. The officer in charge willprepare a written report to the ChiefofPoticefor the Board of
Selectmen, indicating any violation(s) ofthese By-Lawsfor review at the next scheduled Board of
Selectmen 's meeting. Based on the Board ofSelectmen 's review ofthis report and/or additional testimony
ofthe officer in charge, a determination will be made concerning appropriate action. The race track owner
and/or operator will be provided a copy ofthe officer in charge reportprior to Board ofSelectmen 's
meeting.
ARTICLE XXII. The Board of Selectmen may, upon \vritten application, waive the provisions of these By-
Laws for good caxise shown after a public hearing, ofwhich all abutters have been duly notified by publication
in a local newspaper andposting at the Epping Town Hall at least two days prior to the Public Hearing.
ARTir.I.F.XXTTT Ifthe owner and/or operator of a race track knowingly violates these By-Laws, a $ 100 .00
fine may be imposed for the first oflFense and a fine not to exceed $500.00 may be imposed for each subsequent
offense during the existing calendar year. Willfiil disregard of any such violation may be punished by a fine not
to exceed $500.00. The Epping Board of Selectmen and the Chiefof Police are authorized to enforce and/or
prosecute any violation(s) ofthese By-Laws.
ARTICLE XXIV. The invalidity of any provision or provisions of these By-Laws shall not afiect the validity of
any other provision hereof
NOTE: PRINT THAT IS "BOLD ITALICS" ARE CH.4NGES TO CURRENT BY-LAWS. ALL
REMAINING TEXT IS IN ACCORDANCE WITH CURRENT BY-LAWS OR PREVIOUS PERMITS.
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION




BUDGET FORM FOR TOWNS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED
THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 32:14 THROUGH 24
OF
BUDGET OF THE TOWN
EPPING
N.H.
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for the Ensuing Year January 1, 1^97 f^ December 31, ^^^^ or
for Fiscal Year From to
MPORTAUT: Please read RSA 32:5 applicable to all municipalities.
1. Use this form to list the entire budget in the appropriate recommended and not
,
operating budget and all special and individual warrant articles must be posted.
' area. This means the
2. Hold at least one public hearing on this budget.
3. When completed, a copy of the budget must be posted with the warrant. Another copy must be placed on file with the town
clerk, and a copy sent to the Department of Revenue Administration at the address above.
THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE TOWN WARRANT
Budget Committee:(Please sign in ink.) Date .8 February 1997


























Professional Association/Accountants & Auditors
193 North Main Street » Concord . New Hampshire 03301-5063 » 603-225-6996 « FAX-224-n80
INDEPENDENTAUDITOR 'S REPORT ONFINANCIAL PRESENTATION




We have audited the accompanying general-purpose financial statements of the Town of Epping as of
and for the year ended December 31, 1996. These general-purpose financial statements are the
responsibility of the Town's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these general-
purpose financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and Government
Auditing Standards issued by the Comptroller General of the United States. Those standards require
that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the general-purpose
financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis,
evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the general-purpose financial statements. An audit
also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management,
as well as evaluating the overall general-purpose financial statement presentation. We believe that our
audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
The general-purpose financial statements referred to above do not include the general fixed assets
account group which should be included in order to conform with generally accepted accounting
principles. As is the case with most municipal entities in the State of New Hampshire, the Town of
Epping has not maintained historical cost records of its fixed assets. The amount that should be
recorded in the general fixed assets account group is not known.
Governmental Accounting Standards Board Statement #18 requires that a liability be recognized in the
General Long-Term Debt Account Group for the estimated current closure and postclosure care costs
associated with the Town's unlined municipal solid waste landfill. This liability has not been recorded
as the Town has not undertaken any stady to have an estimate prepared. Therefore, the estimated
amount of this liability is unknown.
In our opinion, except for the effect on the financial statements of the omissions described in the
preceding paragraphs, the general-purpose financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all
material respects, the financial position of the Town of Epping, as of December 31, 1996, and the
results of its operations and the cash flows of its proprietary fund types and nonexpendable trust funds
for the year then ended in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.
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Town ofEpping
Independent Auditor's Report on Financial Presentation
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general-purpose financial statements
taken as a whole. The combining and individual fiind and account group financial statements listed in
the table of contents are presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a required part of the
general-purpose financial statements of the Town of Epping. Such information has been subjected to
the auditing procedures applied in die audit of the general-purpose financial statements and, in our
opinion, is fairly presented in all material respects in relation to the general-purpose financial statements
taken as a whole.
In accordance with Government Auditing Standards, we have also issued a report dated February 6,
1997 on our consideration of the Town of Epping 's internal control strucmre and a report dated
February 6, 1997 on its compliance with laws and regulations.
February 6, 1997 ^ PLODZIK & SANDERSON
Professional Association
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EXHIBITA
TOWN OF EPPING, NEWHAMPSHIRE
Combined Balance Sheet - All Fund Types and Account Group
December 31, 1996
EXHIBITA (Continued)
TOWN OF EPPING, NEWHAMPSHIRE











Accrued Payroll and Benefits
Intergovernmental Payable
Interfund Payable
Escrow and Performance Deposits
Deferred Compensation Benefits Payable






















Reserved For Special Purposes
Unreserved
Designated For Special Purposes
Undesignated










EQUITY AND OTHER CREDITS 'S 3-288.521 $ 83.592 $ 31.958
















FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 51, 1996
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SCHOOL WARRANT
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the School District in the Town of Epping, New
Hampshire, qualified to vote in District affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Epping Gymnasium in said
District on the thirteenth day of March, 1997, at seven o'clock in the
evening, to act upon the following subjects:
1
.
To hear reports of agents, auditors, and committees or officers chosen
and pass any vote relating thereto.
2. To see if the School District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of ten thousand dollars ($10,000) to improve the air ventilation and
heating system in the Epping Middle/ High School in order to meet the
New England Association of Schools and Colleges accreditation
standards.
(Recommended by the Epping School Board)
(Recommended by the Epping Budget Committee)
3. To see if the School District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of one hundred ninety six thousand dollars ($196,000) to reduce the
general fund deficit pursuant to RSA 189:28-a and to cover
unanticipated special education and support services costs for the 1996-
97 school fiscal year.
(Recommended by the Epping School Board)
(Recommended by the Epping Budget Committee)
4. By Petition: Barbara Sisson, Donald A. Sisson, Virginia C. Heath,
plus 26 others.
Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 40:13 to allow official ballot voting
on all issues before the Epping School District ?
Warrant Article #4 will be voted by ballot on March 11, 1997.
(Not Recommended by the Epping School Board)
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5. By Petition: Bruce Hauschel, Paul Spidle, Barbara Sisson, plus 25
others.
To see if the voters of the Epping School District will approve the transfer
of the funds represented in account number 1200 (Special Education)
and account number 2550-513-8 (Special Transportation) to a separate
warrant article totaling $1,327,255.00 The purpose of the article is to
more closely monitor special education spending.
(Not Recommended by the Epping School Board)
(Not Recommended by the Epping Budget Committee)
6. To see what sum of money the District will raise and appropriate for
the support of schools, for the payment of salaries for school district




STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the School District in the Town of Epping, New Hampshire, qualified to
vote in district affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said District on the eleventh day of March,
1997, at eight o'clock in the forenoon to act upon the following subjects: (The polls may not
close before seven o'clock in the evening.)
1
.
To choose one School Board Member for the ensuing three years.
2. To transact any other business which may legally come before this meeting.
NOTE: The above warrant is unofficial. The official warrant with changes, if any, will be posted
at least fourteen days before the date of the meeting.
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION
ei So.Spring St, P.O.Box 1122




BUDGET FORM FOR SCHOOL DISTRICTS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED
THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 32:14 THROUGH 24
BUDGET OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT
Epping N.H.
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for Fiscal Year From
July 1. 1997 to June 30. 1998
MPORTANT: Please read RSA 32:5 applicable to all municipalities.
1. Use this form to list ALL APPROPRIATIONS in the appropriate recommended and not recommended area. This means
the operating budget and all special and individual warrant articles must be posted.
2. Hold at least one public hearing on this budget.
3. When completed, a copy of the budget must be posted with the warrant. Another copy must be placed on file with the
school district clerk, and a copy sent to the Department of Revenue Administration at the address above.
THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE SCHOOL WARRANT
Budget Committee:(Please sign Date 4V& ^ , ,
(^^p^oA' ^ (xi^LA^—^
See Instruction on the reverse of Page 6.
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Professional Association/Accountants & Auditors
193 North Main Street . Concord « New Hampshire » 03301-5063 603-225-6996 - FAX-224-1380
INDEPENDENTAUDITOR 'S REPORT ON FINANCIAL PRESENTATION
To the Members of the School Board
Epping School District
Epping, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying general-purpose financial statements of the Epping School District
as of and for the year ended June 30, 1996. These general-purpose financial statements are the
responsibility of the School District's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these
general-purpose financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and Government
Auditing Standards issued by the Comptroller General of the United States. Those standards require
that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the general-purpose
financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis,
evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the general-purpose financial statements. An audit
also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management,
as well as evaluating the overall general-purpose financial statement presentation. We believe that our
audit provides a reasonable basis for our opmion.
The general-purpose financial statements referred to above do not include the general fixed assets
account group which should be included in order to conform with generally accepted accounting
principles. As is the case with most municipal entities in the State of New Hampshire, the Epping
School District has not maintained historical cost records of its fixed assets. The amount that should
be recorded in the general fixed assets account group is not known.
In our opinion, except for the effect on the financial statements of the omission described in the
preceding paragraph, the general-purpose financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all
material respects, the financial position of the Epping School District, as of June 30, 1996, for the year
then ended in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general-purpose financial statements
taken as a whole. The combining and individual fund financial statements and schedules listed in the
table of contents are presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a required part of the
general-purpose financial statements of the Epping School District. Such information has been subjected
to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the general-purpose financial statements and, in our
opinion, is fairly presented in all material respects m relation to the general-purpose financial statements
taken as a whole.
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Epping School District
Independent Auditor 's Report on Financial Presentation
In accordance with Government Auditing Standards, we have also issued a report dated October 4, 1996
on our consideration of the Epping School District's internal control structure and a report dated
October 4, 1996 on its compliance with laws and regulations.
^<^4^44^,^^
October 4, 1996 (/ PLODZIK Sc SANDERSON
Professional Association
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EXHIBITA
EPPING SCHOOL DISTRICT





Statement of Estimated and Actual Revenues
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1996
Over
(Under)
REVENUES Estimated Actual Budget














Regular Day School 73,000 63,425 (9,575)
Driver Education 4.140 4.300 160











Statement ofAppropriations and Expenditures




Statement of Changes in Unreserved - Undesignated Fund Balance
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1996
Unreserved - Undesignated
Fund P^langg (Deficit) - July 1 $ (36,677)
Additions
1995-96 Budget Summary



















Special Revenue Fund - Food Service Fund
Statement ofRevenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balance








Lunch and Milk Sales































Fund balance - July 1
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General Government
gecreation Department Repor^
The year 1996 has been a suc-
cessful one for the Recreation
Department. Deborah Malin
has completed an entire year with the
Recreation Department as year roimd
Director and has successfully intro-
duced six more adult aerobics and fit-
ness classes per week, which gives a
total of eight classes to choose firom.
In addition, six preschool classes for
children twelve months to age five
were offered, as well as two school
age classes that teach movement, basic
gymnastic and motor skills. Other
programs that were offered were Line
Dancing, Shaolin Kempo, birthday
parties, and sld trips.
For February and April school vaca-
tion weeks, the Recreation Dept.
offered a week long camp for ages six
through twelve years which will be
offered again for 97. The Summer
Recreation program was very success-
ful with 109 children total for sLx
weeks. The Annual 5 K Roll & Run
Fun Run was held Oct. 5 with a great
turnout. Thank you to all the volun-
teers. The date is set for Oct. 4, 1997.
New for 96 was the introduction to
The Adult Enrichment Program that
offered residents Intro to RC. com-
puting , Chocolate Making Workshop,
Woodworking, and a Hohday Bow
Making Workshop. All classes were
held at The Epping High School.
Epping Recreation for the second
year sponsored the track team for res-
idents nine through fourteen years of
age. The team participated in the
annual N.H. Hershey Track and Field
State Finals, held a Rochester's
Spaulding High School on July 1 8th,
1996. Our team was represented by
Amy Rodier, Kendra Martin, Laurel
Gaudet, Chris Murphy, Ben Koutehs,
Andrew Sawyer and Morgan Byrne.
Our standouts were: Kendra Martin,
placing first in the softball throw for
girls thirteen and fourteen, and Chris
Murphy, placing seventh in the long
jump for boys eleven and twelve years
old. All our athletes made very
respectable showings in their divi-
sions. We were most impressed with
the strong support each team member
held for one another. Special thank
you to Susan Simmons for an excel-
lent job of coaching and to Diane
Byrne and all volunteers for helping
to make the day successfiil and enjoy-
able. Looking forward to '97.
For 1997 we will repeat all of our suc-
cessful programs, such as Aerobic and
Fitness classes and the Summer
Recreation program that will run for 8
weeks instead of six. We will continue
to offer the residents the Adult
Enrichment Program that will offer
Home Budgeting, Art classes, C.P.R.,
Computer Basics, and workshops such
as Arts & Crafts, Cake Decorating,
etc. We will be adding three more
preschool and school age classes.
Starting Feb. 1, 1997 we will be offer-
ing an After School Program, Monday
- Friday for ages six through twelve.
Along with many teen outings sched-
uled for Friday nights, we will also
offer trips to Foxwoods, White
Mountains, and ski trips.
In closing we would like to thank
everyone who helped make 1996 a
very successful year. We would Uke to
extend a special thank you to the
School Board for the use of the
Central School on Main St. and the
High School. Without it we would
not be able to offer our programs. We
look forward to an exciting new year
and hope to see many of you partici-
pate in our programs. We would also
Uke to hear from you if you have any
suggestions on programs you would
like to see offered. Please feel free to
contact Deb Mahn at 679-1341.
—The Rearation Depaitment
the Fire Track.
Report Town Of Epping 25.
General Government
Rural Development Council Report
The Rural Development Council
is a private - public partnership
council chaired by Jeffrey
Taylor, the Director of the Office of
State Planning. Epping was the loca-
tion of one of their Steering
Committee Meetings as well as being
selected as part of their Community
Visitation program. This visit was a
day long interview with as many
towns people as possible ending with
a dinner attended by the Board of
Selectmen. A summary of their report
follows. The full report is available at
the Town Hall.
Community Visit
1 . 1 Backgioiind Information
The New Hampshire Rural
Development Council is an operating
network of communities, public and
private sector resource providers and
policy makers that help rural people
identify and accomphsh internally-
generated strategies. A four point
framework for creating the operating
network is based in practice, reflec-
tion, and action. The four point
firamework entails:
• Defining an entry point for coimcil
members and resource providers to
work with a community;
• Practicing civic skills such as: listen-
ing, sharing contacts, and decision
making authority in the context of a
collaborative project;
• Monitoring the experience, extract-
ing and communicating the learnings,
and sharing the outcomes through the
Council network; and
• Fostering institutional changes to
remove barriers to collaborative rela-
tionships and locally generated
strategies.
The entry point for the Rural
Development Council is the
Community Visit. The Community
Visit focuses on listening, issue raising
and brainstorming. The Community
Visit brings together a diverse mix of
council members, community people,
and resource providers. The
Community Visit helps identify the
opportunities for the Council and the
Community to work together on
community driven strategies.
1.2 Epping Community Visit
The Epping Town Administrator and
the Board of Selectmen asked the
Rural Development Council to con-
duct a Commimity Vsit. The
Community Visit was carried out on
Thursday, June 13, 1996. Throughout
the day, members of the Rural
Development Council met with
Epping Community Leaders and
Citizens. The schedule can be found
in Appendix A.
A healthy discussion and a lot of lis-
tening by Council members occurred
within each sub-group meeting. A
detailed account and report of the
entire visit can be obtained from Mr
David Barker, Town Administrator
The topics and issues covered during
the Community Visit are organized
into three primary areas: Economic
Development, Stewardship, and Civic
Capacity. The final section of the
report, outlined below, offers three
specific potential action steps from the
Community Visit Team. The purpose
of the report is not to be critical of
the current status of the commimity,
however it is meant to identify areas
for joint exploration between the
community and the Rural
Development Council.
While the Council and the
Community Leaders attempt to
attract a wide cross section of partici-
pants in the Community Visit, it is
not always possible to have all of the
views and perspectives present. In this
case, the report can be utihzed as a
tool to broaden the discussion about
community issues raised with those
individuals or groups who were
unable to participate.
Action steps
Given the depth and breadth of infor-
mation shared with the visit team
while in Epping, the report reflects
numerous potential action steps. This
section attempts to focus attention on
three action steps to work on. Each
action step, once addressed, can help
put the remainder of issues reflected
in this report in a reasonable and
sound sequence to be tackled.
3.1 The Community's Image
Putting and keeping Epping's munici-
pal functions in order is of crucial
importance to developing and
expanding the economic base. Steps
that could be taken to move in this
direction are as follows:
• Estabhsh on-going communication
between the Town Administrator and
the planning board, zoning board,
budget committee. Board of
Selectmen and the staff. Each group
should imderstand and be famihar
with the current focus, goals, and the
ongoing work of the others and how
it relates respectively. This could be
achieved through joint meeting where
each group gives a report on their
organizations and/or departments
current projects, successes, and
impediments.
• Develop and reinforce a user
firiendfy Town Hall. Get the word
out that Epping is efficient and pro-
fessional.
• Bring an existing business that is
undergoing expansion through a sim-
ilar successful permitting process as
Burger King.




A lot of energy and enthusiasm was
expressed in the business, banking,
and real estate sessions. An immediate
step that could be taken is to have the
Exeter Chamber in conjimction with
the business people involved in the
Community Visit convene a business
group meeting. A potential agenda
item may be to invite the Newmarket
Business Association to come and
share their experience in developing
the association, the "how-tos" and
what the goals and objectives of the
association are, with the business peo-
ple, realtors, and bankers in Epping.
An initial project that was under dis-
cussion with some of the business
people was to develop a new sign for
the Town of Epping. Other communi-
ty and business issues could be dis-
cussed and addressed within the con-
text of a formal business group that
had the support and participation of
the Town officials.
3.3 Community Involvement to
Define what Epping could look like in
the Future
There appeared to be various diverse
perspectives on how Epping should
move forward, yet no avenue to cap-
ture the diverse perspectives in a posi-
tive way to shape the future direction
of Epping.
• The Commimity Profile is conduct-
ed by UNH Cooperative Extension
could be a tool the T)wn might utiUze
to foster a diverse dialogue on where
the citizens of Epping feel the Town
should go. The Route 125 and Route
101 impacts could be one of several
topics that may attract people to par-
ticipate in the community profile.
Additional information on the
Coromunity Profile can be obtained




lamprey Regional CooperatLve Report
In
1996, we experienced many
changes to the Lamprey Regional
Cooperative.
The Lamprey Regional Cooperative
completed the interior demolition of
the building in Durham. The build-
ing has been cleaned and certified by
the Department of Environmental
Services. The Landfill located in
Somersworth was completely capped
on November 15, 1996. We are now
awaiting certification from the State.
One significant issue that is still
remaining concerns the disposition
of the old incinerator building at
UNH. This could have a financial
impact on our member communities.
We have made some progress toward
our goal of a Regional Transfer and
Recycling Facility in the communi-
ties that have decided to remain in
the Lamprey Regional Cooperative
into the future. We have experienced
a delay in our Project due to the
demise of our administrator, Patrick
Genest. However, we seem to be
back on track as the year ended.
At this time, I would like to thank all
of the communities for their cooper-
ation with the closure of our Waste-
Epping, October, 1996. Photo Counesy ofRt








The Epping Fire Department
has 48 volunteer firefighters
and ambulance attendants on
our roster. This includes 3 Volunteer
Emergency Medical technicians-
Paramedics (3 members are complet-
ing Paramedic Schools), 6
Emergency Medical Technician-
Intermediate, 13 Emergency Medical
Tech.-Basic, and 8 First Responders.
The weekday shift; is covered by
Firefighter/Paramedic Henry
"Hank" Letourneau and Firefighter/
EMT Intermediate Kevin Zukas.
Hank and Kevin have spent time
teaching fire safety, first aid, and
Epping Auto Salvage Fire, December, 1995. Photo Courtesy ofEpping Fire Department
CPR to the students and faculty at
the Epping Schools.
December 11, 1995 w^as the date that
the Maiden Mills complex in
Methuen, Massachusetts burned.
Epping was one of the 5 1 cities and
towns that answered the call for
mutual aid. Our assignment was sta-
tion coverage in Danville, New
Hampshire, as their fire equipment
was moved closer to Methuen.
Methuen fire department had
planned a 150th Anniversary Parade
and Hand Engine Muster for June
15,1996. They invited all Fire
Departments that had been involved
with the Maiden Mills fire to partici-
pate. The Epping Eire Department
marching unit, with the help of the
Raymond Fire Explorer Post pulling
the Epping Hand Engine, participat-
ed in the parade and the muster. We
were awarded a second place in the
parade and the explorers took a
fourth place award for pumping the
hand engine.
During 1996 the Epping Firefighters
Association has held several fund
raisers including the Fireman's Ball,
Car washes, and a Raffle to earn
money to defray the cost of a new
ambulance. We also have "heart"
(Help Epping Ambulance Rescue
Team) T-shirts for sale. To purchase
one please call Karen at 679-5446.
We have presented a lease purchase
plan for the new ambulance to the
Selectmen and the Budget
Committee.
In 1996 the Fire Department asked
for $60,000 to purchase a used ladder
truck. We are purchasing the truck
from the City of Manchester, NH.
Their new truck was delayed for sev-
eral months because of manufactur-
ing problems. Our truck was deliv-
ered to Conway Associates in
2^^^Ttaw^ot nning iqgfi Annual Ppnnrf
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Haverhill Mass. at the end of
December. They will have the ladder
inspected and certified, letter the
truck and deliver it to us in January.
The Selectmen have put an article in
the 1997 town warrant to purchase a
parcel of land and a garage on
Pleasant Street. The Fire
Department has looked at this prop-
erty for several years as an excellent
location for a fire station or public
safety complex. The property is now
available. Please support the pur-
chase of this property.
Forest Fire Warden Donald King
submitted his resignation in May.
We thank him for the many years of
service to the community in this
position. Don is a Lieutenant on the
Fire Department.
The Fire Wards submitted Bruce
Chapman's name to the Selectmen as
the new Forest Fire Warden. The
Selectmen have made the recom-
mendation to the State Division of
Forest and Lands.
The Epping Fire Department would
like to thank the residents of Epping
for the support you have shown this
Department. Please remember to
Dial 911 for Emergency Fire,
Ambulance, and Police.
To request fire permits or other non-
emergency fire department informa-
tion dial 679-5446.
Permits are required for all outside
fires, for the use of kerosene heaters
and before installing an oil furnace.
Please remember to change your
Smoke and Carbon Monoxide detec-
tor batteries. Wood stove owners,
please have your chimneys inspected
and cleaned frequently.











EYAA AtoainteeiLQf the Year
Our Epping Youth Athletic
Association Volunteer of the
Year for 1995-96 was Robert
"Bobby" Wyman. Anyone who is
involved in our youth programs cer-
tainly recognizes Bobby as a valu-
able asset to our organization.
Over the past few years, Bobby has
been involved in all of our youth
sports programs. He has been a
coach and an umpire in our baseball
program, as well as a coach and a
referee in our soccer prograr
Bobby has helped line fields and is
willing to do whatever was needed
in baseball and soccer. He has
coached an in-house and traveling
basketball team and presently he is
our 1996-97 Basketball Director.
We within the EYAA Organization
are proud to have such a valuable,
caring individual involved with our
children. Thank you Bobby, tor
many jobs \^ ell done.
n of Epping M
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Zoning Board of Adjustment Report
In
1996, the ZBA held fourteen
(14) requests for Variances, and
four (4) Special Exceptions, all of
which were granted. There was one
appHcation for an appeal from an
Administrative Decision, which
was denied.
Many people are not aware that New
Hampshire law strictly controls the
actions ofZBA Boards in the state. By
law a ZBA can only grant three kinds
of requests: an appeal of a previous
administrative decision regarding the
meaning of the Town Ordinance; a
request for a Special Exception (if it
meets all the specific conditions of the
Town Ordinance), and request for a
Variance from the literal wording of
the ordinance-IF it meets five tests
spelled out in state law.
For example, Epping's Zoning
Ordinance states that certain uses are
permitted by Special Exception in
the Aquifer Protection District, pro-
vided they will not pollute the
aquifer, significantly reduce the vol-
ume of water which it contains, or
discharge hazardous materials on site.
It is the ZBA's responsibility to
decide whether or not a request
meets these conditions. If the ZBA
finds all the conditions have been
met, it must grant the request; if it
finds even one condition is not met,
under the law it cannot grant it.
If a variance is requested, by State
law, The ZBA can grant in ONLY if
all five criteria are met:
• Value of surrounding properties
would not be reduced.
• Granting the appeal would be in
the public interest.
• Denying the appeal would effec-
tively prevent the owner from mak-
ing any reasonable use of the land.
• By granting the appeal substantial
justice would be done.
• The use must not be contrary to the
"spirit and intent" of the zoning ordi-
nance. The courts have ruled "when
an ordinance contains a restriction
against a particular use of the land,
The ZBA would violate the spirit and
intent by permitting that use."
The principle underlying these laws
is only the voters have the power
to change their zoning ordinance.
No ZBA has this power.
In October, newly appointed
Alternate Mary Lou Nowe attended
three law lectures for Zoning Boards
sponsored by the New Hampshire
Municipal Association.
Alternate Ed Ingraham, who was
appointed in 1994, resigned in May
of 1996 for personal reasons.
In May of 1996, the Epping Board
of Adjustment initiated a change in
the RSAs which define the terms of
Alternates, sponsored by
Representative Robert Dodge,
which passed overwhelmingly and is
now in effect.
Your Zoning Board of Adjustment
earnestly asks every person consider-
ing an appeal to read Epping's
Zoning Ordinance carefully before-
hand, and to refrain from submitting
any request which cannot be granted
within these laws. By so doing they
will save themselves time, expense
and frustration.
—Your Zoning Board ofAdjustment






Alternates: Doris Ann Allen
James Marquardt
Mary Lou Nowe
Epping Police Department Officers in Washington, DC for Law Enforcement Officers Memorial Week.
L-R: Corporal Frank C. Dittmar, Officer Maureen Dittmar, Officer Dawn Watkins, Officer Sean Gallagher
Photo Courtesy ofEpping Police Department
SCHOOL DISTRICTINFORMATION
"Trees and Rocks in My Backyard" by Brandy West, Junior, Epping Middle/High School
School District information
School District Officers 1996-97
Tom Carleton Term Expires 1997
Diane Byrne Term Expires 1998
Herbert Hughes Term Expires 1998
Ron Altman, Chairman Term Expires 1999








Dagmar Franke, Principal Grades 1-5
Dr. Victor Petzy, Principal Grades 6-12








Once again the Epping School
system has made progress in
many areas of their curricu-
lum. I have analyzed the New
Hampshire Educational Assessment
Program for Epping third grade stu-
dents and there has been overall
improvement and growth over a
three year period. This year's third
grade scores were very encouraging.
In the area of Language Arts we were
at or above grade level in compre-
hending Hterary passages, practical
passages and understanding content.
Our math scores were very good. I
had an item analysis done on the
math test and found that we were at
or above state averages in most of the
test items. I would like to commend
Mrs. Franke and a her staff of dedi-
cated teachers for their hard work
and effort in improving our test
scores.
I met with the school board during
the summer and established our goals
for 1996-97. We continue to work on
full accreditation for our middle/high
school by the New England
Association of Schools and Colleges.
\\ e have also worked with the recre-
ation commission to develop an adult
education program. Courses were
held this fall and there will be addi-
tional courses held in the spring.
One of the board's goals was to imple-
ment a committee to develop a long
range plan and alternatives to a grow-
ing space problem. The committee
has met once a month and looked at
the current state of our buildings.
During the first half of this year our
enrollment increased by 26 students,
22 new students at the elementary
school and 4 new students at the mid-
dle/high school. Our buildings are
now fiill and there are no extra class-
rooms that can be used for increased
enrollments. If the town continues to
grow we will have to consider various
alternatives to our growing space
problem. The committee looked at
Watson Academy and the Central
School to see if it was possible to use
these buildings if we became over-
crowded. This committee will contin-
ue to meet and study the long range
enrollment issues.
Due to the increase in special educa-
tion costs, the school board has had
to make difficult decisions during the
budgeting process. Staff, equipment
and supphes were all reduced. Our
goal this year is to maintain our pre-
sent programs and staff. Most repairs
and upgrades to the quality of our
buildings and grounds have been put
on hold for another year. The board
approved one regular education
teacher to reduce the pupil/teacher
ratio in the 4th grades and 5 th grades
next year, and a high school language
arts teacher was increased from 50%
to 60%. Due to a large increase in
special education costs a great deal of
equipment and personnel were not
approved. We certainly intend to
continue to supply a sound educa-
tional foundation that will help our
students master academic skills and
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Elementary School Principal's Report
The student population of theEpping Elementary School has
increased again to a total of 415
students at the end of September.
We welcomed Ms. Kerstin Wright to
our fourth grade team and Ms.
Marcia Clarke to our first grade team.
Mr. Jamie Hayes is filling in for Mr.
Robert Schmidt who is on a leave of
absence for one year, and we said
good-bye to Mrs. Gail Bodge who
retired this past year. Mrs. Renee
Wdkinson joined our Special
Education Team as a one-to-one aide
in the first grade.
A special thanks goes to our Parent
Teacher Organization which contin-
ues to provide invaluable support to
the Epping Elementary School. We
are all very excited about our new
playground and would again like to
thank all those parents who helped in
that very special endeavor The boys
and girls of Epping will be able to
enjoy the playground for many years
to come. The ETO. has also contin-
ued to support the school through
wonderful author presentations and
special assembly programs to name
just a couple of things.
We are very fortunate to have two
special enrichment programs continue
again this year in the form of after
school French and Art classes. In
addition, the French class has expand-
ed to include a class for grades 1 and
2 and a class for grades 3, 4, and 5.
Our regular extra curricular activities
continue to be very popular with our
smdents. We have continued activities
such as "I Love To Read Month" and
"Native American and Pilgrim
Month". In addition Ms. Sheila
Cleary and Ms. Rachel Kemp are again
working with the Elementary School
Student Council on a regular basis.
Everyone at the Epping Elementary
School would like to extend a note of
appreciation to all the people who
have been volunteering at our school.
The assistance of all of our volunteers
continues to be vital to our success.
The staff and administration of the
Epping Elementary School continues
to work closely with parents and
remains dedicated to providing an
excellent educational program for all
students.
—Dagmar Franke
Epping Elementmj School Principal
TOP: Epping Elementarj' School Student Council elections. Ms. Clery/Guida
Logan Hughes, Melissa Danis, Jackie Kendall, Robyn Downing, Luke Kyle.
Anna Lee, Mariella Hill Rachel Kemp/Speech Language Therapist.
BOTTOM: Epping Elementan" Play "Once Upon a Summer" , November, 1996
Photos Cointesy ofEpping EiemenMiy School
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Middle-High School Principal's Report
At the start of the 96-97 schoolyear, Epping Middle High
School's student population
was 484 (248/high school, 236/mid-
dle school), with 58 students gradu-
ating in '96. More than 60% of
which went on to post secondary
study, receiving over $18,000 in
scholarship money derived from 25
local sources. As in past years,
Epping students demonstrated a high
level of achievement. Our Chess
Team won yet another state champi-
onship, its fifdi in six years.
Our school was the recipient of the
NHIAA Class M Sportsmanship
Award, a tribute to the attitudes of
our athletes and our community's pos-
itive approach to sports competition.
We issued a record 3 1 academic let-
ters and inducted 29 smdents into the
National and Junior National Honor
Societies. Art and Music continued to
flourish. We hosted our second
Southeast Regional Arts Festival. Our
smdents set up sculpmre and print
exhibitions at the Post Office and the
Fleet Bank. Our chorus grew to over
20 students and our bands had excel-
lent jazz and concert performances at
the Middle-High School and at sever-
al statewide locations, including the
UNH Jazz Festival. Once again, we
had students selected for Music All
State and all league athletic teams.
Several students were winners in
Foster Daily News Writing contests.
Our middle school annual fund raiser
was a great success and for the fifth
year in a row our students were the




BELOW: Epping High School Student Council
Aleeting. Photos Comtesy ofEpping High School
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School Board Coals for 1996-97
• To implement an adult education
program for the 1996-97 school year.
This program will have initial offer-
ings in the fall and an expanded pro-
gram in the spring.
• Continue to actively research the
economic way to educate our special
education students. In this process, we
will compare all costs and educational
factors in order to make informed
decisions.
• To do consistent, timely evaluations
of our administrators in an effort to
communicate in a truthful, honest,
courteous, responsive and respectful
manner. This, we believe, will allow
them to do what is required in the most
effective and humane way possible.
• Develop pohcy and procedures for
at-risk middle school students to meet
certain criteria that will enable them
to be promoted.
• lb implement a committee to devel-
op a long range plan and alternatives
to a growing space problem. The
committee should include administra-
tors, teachers, school board members
and community members.
• lb develop a pohcy defining the





Moderator LaPierre re then read
the ten school warrant articles.
The Moderator Read Article 1
To hear reports of agents, auditors,
and committees or officers chosen
and pass any vote relating thereto.
Chairperson Altman spoke briefly in
regards to the current budget and
next years budget, the schools hsts of
accomplishments for 1995 Epping
Middle/High School and the
Elementary School. At this time
Diane Gilbert asked a question
regarding the MS 25 for the 1995-96
Budget referring to a transfer of
funds. Discussion followed. A motion
was made to accept the article as
read. The motion was seconded. The
article was passed with a hand vote.
The Moderator Read Article 2
To See if the School District will
vote to establish a Tvo Year Capital
Reserve Fund under the provisions of
RSA 35:1 with the purpose of pur-
chasing and installing an elevator at a
total cost of fifty thousand dollars
($50,000) for the Epping
Middle/High School in order to
meet the New England Association
of Schools and Colleges accreditation
standards, and to raise and appropri-
ate the sum of twenty five thousand
dollars ($25,000) to be placed in this
hind for the 1996-97 school year.
(Recommended by the Epping School
Board and Budget Committee)
Member Yergeau spoke on behalf of
this Article.
A motion was made to accept the
article as read. The motion was sec-
onded. The article was voted and
with a hand vote.
Moderator Read Article 3
To See if the School District will
vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of fifteen thousand dollars ($15,000)
to pave an extension for parking and
a playground area for the Epping
Elementary School.
(Recommejtded by the Epping School
Board and Budget Comrnittee)
Member Hughes spoke on behalf of
this Article.
A motion was made to accept the
article as read. The motion was sec-
onded. The article was vote and
passed with hand vote.
Moderator Read Article 4
To see if the School District will vote
to establish and expendable general
trust fund under the provisions of
RSA 198:20-c, to be know as the
school buildings and grounds mainte-
nance fund, for the purpose of
preparing for major or catastrophic
repairs and maintenance to the
school buildings and grounds.
Furthermore, to name the school
board as agents to expend this fund
in the event of such a need and to
raise and appropriate the sum of
twenty thousand dollars ($20,000)
towards this purpose. The intent of
this general trust fund is to accumu-
late a fund of $100,000 over a period
of five (5) years.
(Recommended by the Epping School
Board) (Not Recommended by the
Epping Budget Committee)
Member Yergeau spoke on behalf of
this Article. Discussion followed. A
motion was made to table the article.
The motion was seconded. The
motion fails by a hand held vote. A
motion was made to move the ques-
tion. The motion was seconded. The
article fails by a hand held vote, which
had to be counted, yes-59/no-64.
The Moderator Read Article 5
By Petition: Joyce Murphy, Robin
O'Day, Donna Gorski, plus 28 others.
To see if the School district will raise
and appropriate the sum of $20,000
for the purchase, preparation and
installation of an extension to the
existing Elementary School play-
ground, to be partially offset by a gift
of $10,000 to be give to the School
District by the Epping Elementary
P.T.O., the remainder to be raised by
taxations.
(Recomme7ided by the Epping School
Board and Budget Committee)
Member Hughes spoke on behalf of
this Article. Joyce Blanchard, from
the P.TO. also spoke regarding the
details for the new playground.
Discussion followed.
A motion was made to accept the
article as read. The motion was sec-
onded. The article passes with a
hand held vote.
The Moderator Read Article 6
By Petition: Paul Spidle, Dianne
Gilbert, Dale CoUings plus 45 odiers.
Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA
40:13 to allow OFFICIAL BALLOT
voting on all issues before the
Epping School District?
(Warrant article would implement
SB2, Senate Bill 2, Chapter 164.)
(Not recommended by the Epping School
Board)
This article was voted on at the polls
and failed.
The Moderate Read Article 7
To see if the School District will vote
to raise and appropriate the sum of
thirty-five thousand dollars ($35,000)
for the installation of a sprinkler sys-
tem and any other fire safety codes,
for the old Epping Elementary
School. Under the recommendations
ofNew Hampshire Department of
Safety, Office of the State Fire
Marshall.
(Recommended by the Epping School
Board and Budget Committee)
Member Byrne spoke on behalf of
this article. Discussion followed.
A motion was made to accept the
article as read. The motion was sec-
onded.
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The Moderator Read Article 8
To see if the School District, pursuant
to RSA 195:18 will vote to create a
Cooperative School District Planning
Committee consisting of three quah-
fied voters ofwhom at least one shall
be a member of the School Board:
and to see if the District will vote to
authorize the School District
Moderator to appoint the members
of the committee.
(Recmimmded by the Epping School Board)
Chairperson Altman spoke on behalf
of this article. A motion was made to
accept the article as read. The
motion was seconded. The Article
passes with a hand held vote.
The Moderator Read Article 9
To see what sum of money the
District will raise and appropriate
for the support of schools, for the
payment of salaries for school dis-
trict officials and agents, and for the
payment of statutory obligations of
the District.
1 100 Regular Programs 2,248,466
1200 Special Programs 909,767








2220 Educational Media 165,956
2310 School Board 40,263
2320 SAU Expense 182,106
2400 School Administration ....32 1,592
2540 Operation of Plant 309,732
2550 Pupil Transportation 214,578
2900 Odier Support Service 97,512
4000 Facilities Acquisition 17,000
5000 Debt Service 88,293
2560 Food Service 198,083
Total Appropriation 5,191,184
(Recommended by the Epping School
Board and Budget Committee)
Member Carleton spoke on behalf of
this article. Discussion followed with
comments from the following voters,
Paul Spidle, Charhe Peirce, Dianne
Gilbert, Don Sisson. Member
Carleton stated the new amount for
the appropriation would now be
$5,286,184, due to the above articles
that were vot-ed on.
A motion to move the question was
made. The motion was seconded. The
TOP LEFT Eppin? Elements \rt Cla» P> on Co, rtesy ofEppmg EIn ,.
TOP RIGHT Student, in Front Hall ot the Middle High S h ol PI on (
BOTTOM 8th Grade Mt Major Tnp Photo Courtesy ofEpp <; H i,/ S / /
Article passes with a hand held vote.
The Moderator Read Article 10
To transact any other business which
may legally come before this meeting.
A motion was made to adjourn the
meeting; the motion was seconded.
It was voted by a hand vote to
adjourn the meeting at 8:57p.m.
—Amy E. Bolton
School District Clerk
fFpp zH i;'' ">>*"<,/
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|pping Elementary P.T.O. Report
The Elementary P.T.O. is proud to
be submitting their first annual
report. As many of you know,
the P.T.O. spent most of the 1995/1996
school year fund-raising funds for a
new playground addition. That dream
finally became a reality in August 1996
through the hard work of parents, stu-
dents and the taxpayers of Epping.
The P.T.O. is a very dedicated group of
parents whose efforts are directed
towards the children of the Elementary
school. Some of the programs that are
sponsored by the P.T.O. are Guest
Authors, Field trip buses. Native
American Assembhes, Teachers Wish
List, Dances, Ice Cream Socials and
many other projects that come to our
Ne« pi n ground cnnstru
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DATE OF DEATH PLACE OF DEATH NAME OF DECEASED NAME OF FATHER NAME OF MOTHER
Deaths Cont.







Police 679-5834 or 679-3300
Animal Control 679-5122
Town Offices
Town Clerk/Tax Collector 679-8288






Health and Welfare 679-1231
Tax Assessing 679-5441









Governor of New Hampshire
The Honorable Jean Shaheen
208-214 State House,
Concord, NH 03301 271-2121
U.S. Senators
Senator Robert Smith 433-1667
Senator Judd Gregg 431-2171
U.S. Representative






Robert K. Dodge 679-5027
Ron Nowe 679-5977
Other Commonly Used Numbers
State Department of Motor Vehicles ..679-2 1 1
1
Epping Post Office 679-5952
Rockingham County Sheriff 679-2225
Exeter Chamber of Commerce 772-2411








Distance to: Manchester NH 15 mi.
Boston, MA 50 mi.
New York, NY 235 mi.
Montreal, Canada 280 mi.
Elevation: 160 feet
Temperature (°F): Annual Average 46.6°
January Average 22.2°
July Average 69.8°
Precipitation: Annual Average 44.0 in
Municipal Services
Town Hall Hours: M-Th 8-4;
F 8-12 noon
Type of Government: Selectmen/Town
Meeting
Planning board: Elected
Industrial Plans Reviewed by: Planning board
Zoning: Yes
Master Plan: Yes
Capitol Improvement Plan: Yes
Full Time Police Department: Yes
Full-Time Fire Department: Yes
Town Fire Insurance Rating: 7/9
Housing (1990)
Single Family Units: 1,252
No. of Building Permits: 18
Multi Family Units: 407
No. of Building Permits:
Mobile Homes: 400
Median Gross Rent: $477
Median Housing Costs: $123,300
Demograpliics/Popuiation:







Population by age (1990)
5 and under 556
6 to 17 879
18 to 29 874
30 to 59 2,196
60 to 69 359
70 and over 298
Income (1990)
Per Capita Income: $14,208
Median Household Income: $40,122
Average Weekly Wage: $281
Labor Force (1990)
Total Number of Employers: 91
Total Workers Employed: 2,647
Male Labor Participation Rate: 82.2%
Female Labor Participation Rate: 64.4%
Labor force Education Level:
High School and Higher Graduates 77.8%

















Mean Travel Time to Work: 28.98 minutes
Residents Working in community: 20.0%
Residents Commuting Elsewhere: 80.0%
Non-residents Commuting In: 52.3%
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No matter how big or small
your business may be, join the
Epping Business Directory
The Town of Epping is establishing a business directory. We invite all businesses to fill out
the hsting/registration form at the bottom of this page and return it to the Selectmen's
Office at the Town Hall.
The Epping Business Directory:
...will be used by the Staff at the Town Hall when people are inquiring about a particu-
lar type of business or service they need - not for regulatory issues.
. . .will be used to send maihngs informing business people in the community when a
meeting is to be held that may benefit their business.
...is a perfect avenue for the Town and its businesses to work
together better and compliment each other!
YhtS! Please register and list my business.

















Diamond Library- Special Collections
UNH
Durham NH 03824
